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ORGANIZING THE LOBSTERMEN

The College Players of Brunswick

“THE SECOND MAN”

Wednesday, July 12, at 8.15

ST. THOMAS PARISH HOUSE, CAMDEN

IS UNDER HEAVY BAIL

Benefit St. Thomas Parish Camp

Russell Newcomb, Driver Of Car In Which Fatality
Occurred, Held In Sum Of $3000

DANCING
STAGE AND BALL ROOM
TAUGHT BY

ELISE ALLEN CORNER
Tel. 134

Thomaston, Me.

82-84-thenTtf

WAN-E-SET INN
TENANTS HARBOR

IS NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS

SHORE DINNERS & CHICKEN DINNERS
We also cater for banquets.

An aftermath of the tragedy which who received no injuries, was held
occurred near the Trotting Park on as a material witness, giving bail in
the afternoon of June 29 was seen in the sum of *1000.
Mrs. Marion Chebba of Damari
Municipal Court yesterday, when
scotta. who was in the rumble seat,
Russell Newcomb of Walpole was received fatal injuries, and her ccmarraigned on the charge of man- panion, Mrs Evelyn Weston of Dnmslaughter. The respondent sustained ariscotta is still confined to Knox
a broken arm in the accident, and Hospital as the result of the injuries
! because of his condition the trial had she received when the car overturned
been delayed.
as an intermediate process between
Newcomb was driving toward Rock- 1 its collision with two telephone poles.
I land at a rate of speed which some
The respondent was represented by
1 of the 15 witnesses declared to be as former County Attorney Weston M
| high as 80 miles an hour. Other wit- Hilton of Lincoln County, but no denesses gave testimony that he had fense was offered at this preliminary
j drunk beer and barcadl previous to hearing. County Attorney Burrows
starting for Rockland.
appeared for the State.
Anna Asdot of Baston who was ocNewcomb was held for the Novemcupylng the front seat with him. ar.d ber grand Jury in the sum of $3000

Board by day or week.

NEW HOLSTEIN RECORD

For further information phone 27, Tenants Harbor

WHEN DECIDING TO BUY ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION
SHOP AROUND—SEE THEM ALL
And then let us show you the
NEW KELVINATORS AND LEONARDS
We also specialize in Commercial Refrigeration Equipment
Meat Coolers, Beer Coolers, Milk Coolers, Ice Cream Cabinets,
Soda Fountains

G. A. LAWRENCE, Inc.
TEL. 260-W
75-90

ROCKLAND

Oakland Park

\
A.
'Will*.

TONIGHT

ERNIE GEORGE AND 10 ROYAL ARCADIANS
THURSDAY, JULY 13

THE GEORGIANS with EDDIE FERRY

IIGG5IH

SECOND HAND
FURNITURE

WHAT HAVE YOU TO SEI.1.7

liinmiiRiiiiiiiii

Phone 710 or Write to

Edward Gonia

Dental Service
We cater to the working man, who realizes the value
and importance of a reliable dental service, yet must
be governed by the,limits of his income. We can
save you money on your dental bills.
Gas-Oxygen
and Novo-Caln
for Painless
Filling
s A Specialty

Your Choice
Hccolite. Vydon,
or Rcsovin Plates

TEETH
A Good Set of
upper or lower

Fillings

up

Cleaning

up

$15.00

$30

---------------------------,
Examination
and
Estimate
Gladly Given

Painless
Extrartions
Novo-Caln

Brldgework

Gas-Oxygen $£

PLATE REPAIR SERVICE IN THREE HOURS

Dr. Dana S. Newman
359 Main Street

Rockland

’

Tel. 1097-W

OVER PALMER’S JEWELRY STORE
HOURS: 8 A. M. to 6 P. M. Saturday, 8 A. M. to 8 P. M.
Evenings By Appointment
82-lt

AT LAKEWOOD THEATRE

A new State butterfat record in An Edgar Wallace Play Now On.—A
Family Play Scheduled For Next
the Junior three-year-old yearly di
Week
vision Class B has been established
by the registered Holstein cow, Anna
a guiity conscience can do in
BeUe Pledge. bred and owned by the way of self-punishment is the
University of Maine. According to basis of Edgar Wallace’s thrilling
a report issued by the Holstein-J p,ay „The Mftn whf) CTianged His
Friesian Association of America she
„
. ,
. . , .
.
.
, ,,
.
Name," now being presented at Lakemade 586.3 pounds of fat and 16.746.6 pounds of milk with an aver- wood- Wallace has woven a series of
age test of 3.5 per cent. Anna is a’* events with harmless diavery large heifer weighing exactly logue which- however, taking place
1720 pounds at the close of her year's under ccrtaln circumstances becomes
| test. She is the mother of One 1
oiwe sinister, dangerous, mystifyheifer and one male calf. During ^lg.
her test she was fed daily average of i Special interest is attached to next
20 oounds of grain, ten pounds beet' week's production of the Lakewood
Players, "A Saturday Night.” Jean
pulp and 12 pounds of mixed hay.
Dixon will star In “A Saturday
Night" and she will be supported by.
among others, Owen Davis. Jr., and
Hottw
Robert Jack, both of whom were in
the New York production.
"A Sat
urday Night” is a family play from
a new angle and is said by New York
WE PAY CASH
critics to be one of Owen Davis’s
For Your
best. Davis has written more than
300 plays among them a Pulitzer
Prize winner.

79-81
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THE FLYING LINDBERGHS COME

Industry To Be Placed On Code Basis—Rep. Moran Adventuring Into the Province Of Quebec, Where Lies the And Dwellers At South Pond Get Surprise Of Their
Arbiters of etiquette might not
Lives—At North Haven Now
Quaintest City On the American Continent
and Com’r Crie Are Co-operating

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

492 MAIN STREET

IN THE LAND OF RAIL FENCES

Volume 88..................... Number 82

A Battle Which Ended Entirely In
Favor of the Sea Bird

approve of the technique, but the
Chicago gentleman who recently
Announcement that the lobster in- [ meet and elect a president of the
last a decision to a lobster which ob
dustry will be placed on a code basis Association.
tained a scissors grip on the probo with the sovereign power of the
The executive committee will draw
,
. 1 up a code for the lobster industry,
scis
could have learned a lot from
gl**-'****'**'******'***s***'***************8l
President
behind
it
was
yesterday
j
„__
<*a
«
this code to prescribe fair working
an encounter at Portsmouth recently
♦
'Tls best to pause and think
made by Horatio D. Crie, Commis- , con{jitions, together with fair proere you rush on —Byron.
♦ between a seagull and a big lobster.
sioner of Sea and Shore Fisheries.
duction prices (including minimum
Repeatedly the gull flew into the
The systematic organization of the ! prices) and present it to George
'
49-tf
air with the lobster and allowed It Maine lobster-fishermen in conjunc- peek, agricultural ad.i'istment adto fall to the rocks below. At first tion with similar efforts on the part ministrator of the Department of
the lobster battled furiously, but of the other six lobster producing Agriculture, who passes upon the
each “fall" seemed to lessen the States must first be perfected accord code from every angle with the ex
At ing to Representative E. C. Moran, ception of minimum prices and the
crustacean's staying power.
I length the gull settled down beside Jr., who has personally discussed the ! hours of labor Those two proposisituation with President Roosevelt. [ tions will be handled by Oen. Hugh
Specialize sn Chimes and French
the fallen foe and soon a few lobster
Clocks
The plan worked out yesterday by s Johnson, national industrial reshells remained.
All Work Guaranteed
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
A large throng watched the bat- Representative Moran and Commis- covery administrator and with hls
tieappreciatively except for John I sioner Crle
for the dlvlsion of approval the code goes to thc PreslJeweler
Now Located at
Smart thefisherman from
whom Maine into three zones. The central j dent.
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
j zone comprising Lincoln, Knox and [ With PresidentRoascvelt's ap404 Main Street
Rockland the gull stole the lobster.
i Waldo Counties will have Rockland I proval the code becomes mandatory
! for its headquarters. The counties upon the whole industry and he will
j of Cumberland, York and Sagadahoc j have the power to limit imports and
, will be known as the western division ] take such other action as seems necj and the counties of Washington and j essary to have it recover from pres»
PRESENT
Hancock will be known as the east ent handicaps.
ern division. The territory Is so ar
Representative Moran and Com
ranged that there will be an equal missioner Crie will attend all*of the
division of the fishermen Each divi Division meetings at which hundreds
sion will elect three members of an of fishermen are expected to be presexecutive committee, and those will I ent.

143 Main Street

THREE CENTS A COPY

THE BICKNELL,

ROCKLAND
. 82*lt

NOTICE!
The Stockholder!! of the Knox Woolen
Co are hereby notified that their An
nual Meeting will be held at thetr office
ln Camden, WEDNESDAY, JULY 26. 1933
at 2 oclock p. m.. for choice of directors
and to transact any other business that
may come before them. J. F COOMBS.
Clerk.
Camden, July 10, 1933 .
82-lt

P

AYER’S
Well, we had a dandy Fourth of July—beautiful weather and a
good time generally. Now it is vacation time—a time to enjoy
one’s self. Wear proper clothing and it helps a lot.
RUNNING PANTS AND ATHLETIC SHIRTS
UNION SUITS ..................<.....................................
DRESS SHIRTS .................... -..... _........................
WORK PANTS ... .............. ............. -.... ................
KHAKI PANTS .........-....,.......... ...................... ....
OVERALLS ............... ....... ......................................
BATHING SUITS—all wool ................................
BOYS’ UNION SUITS...........................................
BOYS’ SHORT PANTS . ........................................
BOYS’ COVERT CLOTH KNICKERS ... ..........
BOYS' ALL WOOL BATHING SUITS ...............
BOYS’ BLOUSES OR SHIRTS ............................
CHILDREN'S PLAY SUITS OR WASH SUITS

............... ......... 25c
....... 59c, 75c, *1.00
..... 59c, *1.00, *1.50
*1.00, $1.25, *1.98
...... .
*1.00, *1.25
...... ..... *1.00, *1.40
*1.25, $1.50. *1.98
.................. 39c, 50c
.......... 59c, 65c, 75c
.............................. 98c
.....•................ *1.00
.................. 59c, 69c
...... ....... 59c, *1.00

Of course you know that prices of everything Ln our line are going
to be higher, alt ought to be right now but we shall mt put them up
until we have to purchase again. Buy Now!

An air voyage which will take the by the Colonel's mother, and Anne
Lindberghs to Newfoundland, Green Lindbergh's mother, Mrs. Dwight W.
land, and possibly Iceland, had an Morrow, while little Jon their second
unexpected interruption at South son put in the best welcome he could
Pond. Warren, Sunday night, when with his limited experience on earth
the red and black low winged mono
In fact everybody has a welcome
plane, bearing the famous aviators for the Lindberghs at North Haven,
settled' down there for the night.
and tt is a matter of general regret
The world at large knew that the that the weather cannot be a little
plane had landed "near Rockland” more lenient during their stay.
because Col. Lindbergh had sent a
There was an omnipresent motion
message to that effect to the Radio picture man on the Job the moment
Corporation of America, but “near the Lindbergh monoplane came ,
Rockland” is rather an indefinite de down, and as the plane bearing him
scription and the local "gentlemen of circled around the Lindbergh plane,
the press” spent a very uncomfort the Colonel frowned and motioned lt
able night trying to locate Charles away. In the matter of permitting
and Anne and satisfy the insatiable
pictures the Lindberghs have been
lust of the metropolitan press for de
very indulgent, but If they felt dis
tails. It was not until yesterday
pleased at being followed to their
morning that the Lindbergh plane
own doors in that manner it is not
was definitely located at "Sandy
altogether surprising. Other camera
Shores,” Clarence R Dorman's estate
men arrived this morning all bent on
at South Warren.
making pictures of the take-off,
And there the reporters found the
which is scarcely likely to be made
Lindberghs about to take off for
today.
the North Haven summer estate ot
• • • •
Mrs. Lindbergh's mother, Mrs. Dwight
A stock of equipment far more ex
W. Morrow.
tensive than that used on their Ori
A Courier-Gazette reporter, who ental flight Is aboard the Lindbergh
two years ago was favored by Col. plane. It Includes a month's emer
Lindbergh with quite an extended in gency rations, a shelter tent, a rifle,
terview, was pleasantly greeted by a machete, fishing tackle and vari
the famous flyer as he drew alongside ous tools.
in a boat expertly manipulated by
Gasoline was stored tn each of the
Deputy Sheriff W H. Robinson.
pontoon floats, giving a surplus for
“You have been giving the world any side trips. Thc plane has a
quite a bit of anxiety," said the re cruising range of about 2000 miles
porter.
Besides the new motor, several new
• • • •
instruments were installed.
Col. Lindbergh laughed. "Well,
One of thc pontoons, at the sugges
there shouldn't have been any," said tion of Lindbergh himself, was
he, “for I notified the Radio Corpor equipped with an outboard motor to
ation of America where 1 was. Trouble be used for maneuvering the plane In
is, the people have so come to believe harbors or at anchorage. The motor
newspaper rumors that they don't al also could propel the ship ln quiet
ways credit the radio announce water in case of emergency at a speed
ments."
of three miles an hour. In flight the
Col. Lindbergh declared himself motor can be detached and stowed
unable to say how long he would re away in the plane.
main at North Haven, or when he
On the flight, the first long one
would resume his flight to Greenland. outside the United States which the
“You see we have no set schedule," Lindberghs have token since the trip
STUDENTS
’
CHANCE
he
told The Courier-Gazette reporter. to Japan, the Colonel will survey pos
Frontenac The Magnificent
"We Just come and go as we feel like sible landing places and the general
At the Quebec Automobile Club's
office guides may be obtained at $11 Rockport Carnival - Regatta it. We landed here because it was not contour of the country. The expedi
feasible to go on to North Haven In tion probably will last until late ln
an hour, and from every hotel a
Committee Going To Give Sunday night's fog.”
August.
chauffeur guide may be had at $1.50
The Colonel appeared in excellent
Some Fine Prizes
The Lindberghs are expected to
an hour. And of course a guide is
spirits, and was a well browned pic touch Greenland first on the south
very necessary if you wish to see and
The Rockport carnival-regatta ture of health—the ideal painted by west coast, at Godthaab An expedi
understand the hundred and one re
committee has decided to give a trip the admiring youth of today, many of tion arranged by the Air Line and
markable sights which Quebec has
to Washington, D. C„ to the school whom surrounded the monoplane the University of Michigan already ls
to offer.
student who sells the most tickets gazing with open-eyed interest at in Greenland, and the aviators in
Unless you are bent on an inten
over 200 to the Rockport carnival- everything the Colonel and Anne were tend to get ln touch with lt.
sive investigation of matters historl- I
doing.
regatta Aug. 10, 11 and 12.
cal your first act will probably be to i
The plane had grounded in the COLLEGE PLAYERS AT CAMDEN
The student who wins this won
visit Chateau Frontenac, that world '
derful tour to the nation's capital muddy bottom of the lake, and Col.
lenowned hostelry, owned and oper
will go with the Rockport High School Lindbergh armed with a long pole Bowdoin Graduates Will Present
ated by the Canadian National Rail
Benefit Performance At St. Thomas
senior class or with the class from his was having ill success in freeing the
ways. Towering high above all of
Parish
House Tomorrow Night
craft,
A
friend
in
need,
at
this
Junc

own school if one is sent.
Quebec's other structures It is indeed
Students may obtain tickets to sell ture, was Clarence Dorman, who had
The College Players of Brunswick
a magnificent building, or what the
from Dora A. Packard, Bay View donned a pair of long-legged rubber
guide books call "a perfect hotel and
will present “The Second Man” to
boots
when
he
saw
the
predicament
street, Camden, or Franklin G.
an architectural gem, whose creators
Priest, Postofficc, Rockport. If an the plane was in. Wading through morrow night at the parish house ot
have carried out in this huge cara
out of town student write ticket the shoal water he applied a pair ot St. Thomas Church, Camden, for the
vanserai the idea of an old French
committee, Rockport Carnival-Re muscular shoulders to one of the pon benefit of St. Thomas' parish camp.
chateau; to which bear witness the
toons, and the winged craft was soon
gatta, Rockport.
This lively comedy should provide
towers and turrets, the terraces and
free. At 10.30 a. m. the monoplane
The rules of this contest are: No
an evening of excellent entertainment
the courtyard hotel.”
was
making
ready
to
land
at
North
student of Rockport High School
Beautiful as thc exterior of the
as lt is full of clever lines and sharp
senior class may participate in the Haven.
Chateau Frontenac is, the interior
wit.
Laid in the studio of a young
contest.
easily matches it, and there were so
Col. Lindbergh's arrival at Warren New York author, the scene remains
One bunch of 25 tickets must be
many attractions to be noted tn the
paid for before another is token out Sunday night was shortly after sup the same throughout the course of the
few minutes at our disposal that I
Contest closes, all tickets and per. He brought the plane down in
shall not attempt to describe them
play, but the wealth of variety to be
money must be turned over to the the upper part of the pond near the
Small wonder that the tourists of two
Perry
cottage,
but
half
an
hour
later
found
ln the situations which develop
ticket committee Rockport not later
hemispheres exclaim (with enthusi
treated the onlookers to a surprise as the characters try to work out each
than Aug. 9 at noon.
asm over this wonderful hotel, which
Grand prizes of trips to the Cen when he applied an outboard motor other’s lives, provides much comic in
has 550 guest rooms and cost over
tury of Progress Exposition at Chi to the floating craft and made hls terest.
*10.000.000.
way into thc cove formed by Sandy
cago will be given away absolutely
The College Players, new to
Shores.
A Delightful Promenade
free to the holder of the lucky ad
Mr. Dorman took the newcomers this section of the State, have ex
Back in the open air 4c stroll con mission ticket. One prize will be
ashore and Introduced them to his cited a deal of interest because ot
tentedly along Dufferin Terrace, that given each evening Admission sells
thetr unique organization. All the
wife.
delightful promenade which extends for 25 cents.
“I think these are the Lindberghs," members of the cast are recent col
The committee this year Ls: Gen
for about an eighth of a mile along
lege graduates, and all have had pro
said he.
the edge of the upper city, and from eral chairman, Alton H. Crone; sec
“I guess you're about right," said fessional experience. The group is
which one looks down perpendicu retary, Ruth Miller; advertising,
able, as a result, to play intelligently
the Colonel.
larly upon that other Quebec which Emil Erickson; ticket, Dora Packard;
Mr. Dorman then escorted the dis whatever production It undertakes,
is built upon a level with the river. midway, Lawrence Richards and tinguished visitors to the home of —adv.
The scene is an indescribably allur Maynard Graffam; regatta, Frank Sidney Stevens in order that they
ing one—romantic, if one is of the ro McDonnell; entertainment, Milford might telephone, but the Stevens
TWO BREAKS AT HIGHLANDS
mantic age. Hundreds occupy the Payson; booth, Mrs. Ella Wellman phone was out of commission and
Vesper L. Packard's store at Rock
I benches, listening to the music of a and Mrs. Orra Burns; lighting and they went to 8pear's garage where a
land Highlands was broken into Sat
j British military band, if lt happens decorating, Roland Crockett; sport call to New York was put through.
urday night and a number of articles
to be the night for it, and many ing events, Delmont Ballard; boat
Col. Lindbergh desired some new
young couples were apparently parade, fireworks, boat and aeroplane parts for the plane, but pending their token Including a Phllco Junior radio
| listening to tender nothings, band or ride program book, Lots Burns; re arrival he made temporary repairs set. On the same night a filling sta
tion on the Old County road, also
j no band. The river passes nearby, freshment, Ouy Annis; street parade, himself.
j and on its peaceful bosom float crafts Lloyd Rhodes; parking. Sidney Snow;
owned by Mr. Packard, was broken
Part of thc night was spent by Col.
j of all descriptions, from the humble snow fence and grounds, Franklin and Mrs. Lindbergh in making the Into. The pickings were slim, a few
boat of the fisher folk, to the ocean Priest; sample, Richard Thomas.
necessary adjustments, and it was coppers and a few cookies.
steamer whose brilliantly lighted
Plans now ln progress will make 10.30 before the couple retired at the
staterooms are occupied by passen the 1933 carnival-regatta thc greatest Dorman cottage. Meantime Col. YOUR FAVORITE POEM
gers going back home to tell the ever held tn Knox County. These Lindbergh chatted freely with hls host
If I had to live my life again I would
varied story that is so peculiarly plans include:
and hostess, declaring among other have made a rule to read some poetry
and
listen to some music at least once
j Quebec’s.
Swimming events, in which clubs things that the time was rapidly near
a week. The loss of these tastes Is a
It is not easy to tear one's self away from the larger cities will have par ing when passenger service across the loss of happiness —Charles Darwin
I from scenes so restful and Inspiring ticipants, also boys and girls from Atlantic Odean would be ln effect.
AT STRATFORD-UPON-AVON
j but there are many miles to be nego- thc summer camps in this vicinity
Mrs iDorman served a tempting Thus spake hls dust (so seemed It as I
read
i dated if Ed's plans arc to be carried are planning to enter many of the breakfast for the Lindberghs yester
The words): "Oood friend, for Jesus'
out, and after reaching an amicable events.
day morning and they expressed much
sake forbeare"
! settlement with an irate motorist
Boat parade, wonderful display of pleasure at the hospitality which had (Poor ghostl) “to dtgg the dust encloased heare."
j whose mudguard has been lncon- fireworks, outboard motof regatta, '-pen extended to them.
Then came the malediction an the head
Of
whoso
dare disturb the sacred dead.
) splcuously damaged we start on our vaudeville, dancing, midway booths,
The arrival of the Lindberghs at Outside the
mavis whistled strong and
clear.
long Journey up the upper St. Law thousands of free samples; in fact North Haven yesterday was in the
And. touched with the sweet glamour
rence. There Is much map-consult something doing every minute to in nature of a family reunion, tor the
of the year.
flyers were greeted nt. Morrow field Thr w,nrt,n*
ing to be 'done, however, and some terest young nnd old

Third Installment— The Roving Reporter
I minutes have passed before Gonia is
satisfied that before reaching Riviere
du Loup he can make a short cut
which will take us into Fort Kent on
the Maine border. Had we known
the predicament in which this plan
ning was to involve us we would have
omitted the “short cut” and come
down through the western edge of
New Brunswick to Edmunston.
Poles Serve As Guides
We overtake plenty of horse-drawn
When our pangs of hunger had
vehicles which are not provided with
been overcame we fared forth to have
lights, and which loom up with dis
a quick glimpse at this American
concerting suddenness; we also over
Gibraltar. In these humble letters I
take a pedestrian who is carrying a
have undertoken to avoid anything of
light of his own. and who is undoubt
a technically descriptive nature, such
edly a believer in that most excellent
as any tourist can find in pamphlets
motto “Safety First.”
or booklets, and I am departing from
And our attention is instantly at
that custom Just long enough to
tracted to something thc officials
quote a few paragraphs for the en
have done in thc Province of Quebec
lightenment of those who still have
which offers an excellent object
the joy of a Quebec trip in store.
lesson—all poles along the roadside
The Indians chose this exceptional
have been painted white to a height
site for the construction of an en
of about six feet from the ground,
trenched camp, which was visited by
making it much easier for the motor
Jacques Cartier in 1534. Champlain
ist to steer his course on a murky
selected the same spot, in 1608, for
night Why isn't this done every
the building of the first dwelling of
where?
the city destined to become the capi
AVe have not gone far into this new
tal of New France. It is the only
territory before we glance across the
fortified city in America, and its
river and behold a spectacle which
citadel, crowning the summit of Cape
brings us to a quick pause—the falls
Diamond, renders peculiarly appro
of Montmorenci, illuminated We
priate the likening of the “City of
had passed thc falls on our way to
Champlain" to Gibraltar.
Ste. Anne, but in our haste to reach
Quebec is the capital of the
the Shrine had not stopped to visit
Province. Divided into two distinct
them, and because we wanted to be
parts, one of which, the Upper Town,
on our way had not stopped on the
is built entirely on the cliff and the
return.
other, the Lower Town, spread out
But this wonderful attraction, it
on the littoral surrounding Cape
appeared, was not to be denied us.
Diamond and up the Valley of the
| The falls are located seven miles from
Quebec City, and their leap of 274
unique in the world. The "Old City
feet into the St. Lawrence River is
of Champlain," besides being an upj a sight no visitor to the Province of
to-date commercial center, is also an |
I Quebec should deny himself. I first
historic city, holding within its con- j
fines many a splendid reminder of
(Continued on Page Eight)
its glorious past.
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FROHOCK IN PARIS

A ST. GEORGE UPSET

Rockland Boy Gives Impresof Gay Capitol He Has Demoralized Inning, Loses To Camden—Rockland
The angel of the Lord encampsions
eth round about them that fear Him
Passes Up Fine Chance
Sees For Second Time

and dellvereth them.—Psalms 34:7.

Every-OtKer-Day
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Fascinating A
Surprises for
Conversation.

I

That the historic settings of
Gabriel Over the White House,"
sensuticnal drama of an American
President,, Wednesday at the Strand
Theatre, are entirely authentic was
THE ROLLS ROYCE OF
1 made certain by,the presence at the
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio of Eu
gene Thackeray, expert on national
affairs.
"Oabriel Over the White
House" is considered to be the most
DISTINCTIVELY DIFFERENT—NEW FEATURES
sensational story of a President ever
AIRPLANE STYLE ONE BUTTON CONTROL
to be filmed. The cast includes, be
ALL ELECTRIC— NO “B” BATTERIES OR ELIMINATORS
sides Huston, Karen Morley, FranTO INSTALL
chot Tone, Arthur Byron, Dicky
Moore
That thin line dividing mother love
from outright tyranny is discussed in
all its pernicious aspects in “The
Silver Cord," picture version of the
hit Sidney Howard play starring
Irene Dunne on Thursday.
Miss Dunne enacts the clear-see
ing Christina who resists her mother Five Tube $39.93 Radio,
$37.50 installed
in-iaw's inordinate love for her son.
Six Tube 49,50 Radio,
45.00 installed
A six months' bride, Christina and
Seven
Tube
64.50
Radio,
58-00 installed
) David Phelps return from their
•honeymoon to Mrs. Phelps' houseOn Demonstration at Maine Airport Co. Office
| hold. Instantly Christina discerns
David's mother's diabolic undermin
ing of her sons' affections for their
Telephone 547—I 1 70-M
women. Masquerading as a paragon
of mother love. Mrs. Phelps breaks f
her younger son's engagement. Her
conniving is then bent upon poison
ing David's love for Christina. She ♦•i-++++'(-+'(,+4-+-8,4-+++->+-8,++++4">++->+++4-+++++++4<K+-S-+4"frF4.+
offers money and property to lure
| David from a proposed residence
away from the maternal nest.—adv.

i

Willis I. Ayer is in receipt of a let
What is your
This Week's Games
t runs. The other St. George run
BRUSHING THE SIDEWALKS
ter from Wilbur Frohock, who is
score?
Tuesday
—
Waldoboro
vs.
Thomasi
was
the
result
of
a
passed
ball,
a
Shall we sweep the city’s side
single, a pass and an infield error.
1. What is the mean- ----- walks? A member of the Garden again in France for a summer of in ton at Rockland.
Triples by E. Grafton and M.
ing of supereili-1
Wednesday—Waldoboro at CamClub, alluding to gratifying increased tensive study, and this paper has
Sawyer
were
responsible
for
two
of
ous?
den.
attractiveness of home places through , been granted permission to publish
Thursday—St. George at Rock Thomaston's runs. The third was
the enthusiasm of club members.
follows:
made ln the last inning on Felt's
land.
suggests an easy method of adding to J
....
single following E. Grafton's secFriday—Rockland at Waldoboro.
Ilnw was the word □
these notes of improvement. The
jg rue Gregoire de Tours,
Saturday—St. George at Camden. ! ond triple. There were two down,
sidewalks, she points out, are largely :
Paris. June 30
derived?
Sunday—Camden at Waldoboro; however, and the rally ended when
left to care for themselves. Dust. | This is the letter I promised you.
Walker flied to Ricker.
mud, waste paper, etc., accumulate, j How much a long trip on a freighter Thomaston at Rockland.
Ricker, M. Simmons and Stevens
Weeds manifest themselves and the and a {ew days in Pans qualify me
....
What was the pen ___
j excelled in fielding.
gutters are without the cleanly to talk about the way France has j
The League Standing
name of Samuel
|
The
score
:
appearance that of right belongs to ! changed in five years I don't know
Because the Texacos did not reClemens?
1---- 1
St. George
them. Assuming that the street de- what you are getting here amounts spond when opportunity knocked
partment is without means to carry t0 a bundle of first impressions. Sunday afternoon they are now a full
ab r bh tb po a
out this form of work, if the indi- jjy work takes me each day across game behind. But they meet St. Ricker, ss ........ 5 1 3 3 2 3
How did he get
vldual citizen were to see to it that tbe riwr to the National library, and George Thursday night and have a Davidson, lb
3 0 0 0 12
□
the idea for that
the space fronting his home was kept (then often enough to the home of chance to redeem themselves The | Archer, c .......... 4 0 116
name?
clean, the result would be a general 50me literary Frenchman whom I standing:
M. Simmons. 2b 3 1
0 0
accession of smartness, whichadded have
,ntervlew
that ,n the long
P.C.
White.
3b
........
3
10
0
L
W
to the achievements of the Garden run I do come ln contact with a ; St. George .......... 0
.666 Monaghan If .... 4 111
3
How did lime
Club should immeasurably contribute | number of minds whose oplnions
.555! I. Simmons, cf 3 0 1 L
4
Rockland ............ 5
inf br.;in?
.500! Feyler, rf ...... 3 0 0 0
to the attractiveness of the city. The worth something. In addition, I Thomaston ........ 5
5
idea is eminently practical. If the rfad tbe newspapers—what I tell you Waldoboro ........ 4
.500 Stimpson, p ..... 4 0 0 0
4
many club women were to catch the comes from these sources, plus my Camden .............. 4
.400 1
--------------6
I'"1' *"•"! Total_____
vision of it, there would be some personal observations.
32 4 6 6 27 11 2
[Counts 20J
thing In the connection brought to It is very apparent that there are
Thomaston
Camden 13, St. George 5
For answers see
pass in which citizens should take feweP Americans here Shan thare
Followers of the St. George cham
ab r bh tb po a
"Surprising As It Is"
pride and the hosts of visitors ex- were jn jg2g.
plight of the dollar
pions seldom see that team put to e. Grafton, If
claim upon with admiration.
has sent whole crowds of them rout, but they did last night on the! pvi t. 2b
Page
scampering for home, and they had home diamond when the fighting j Walker, p
a" iti. it.
77TT
LADY ASTOR AT GOLF
’ reason to go. Luxury prices, as far Camden outfit scored eight runs off I jj. Sawyer, rf
As she is an honored member of
[ as I can determine, are up about a Lowell in one inning. Contributing Campbell, cf
our coast summer colony—this paper
Benner 2. D:mick 2. Umpires, Wil
i third, and most of the American to this onslaught were three bad p Grafton, cf
has previously noted the fact—what- ,
,
.,
, - ----------liams and Black. Scorer, Winslow.
ever Lady Astor does that attracts to P°Pulatl°"was her^ because it liked infle]d errors. two bases on
and
lb
her public notice naturally engages Iluxury'
actual COSt of livln«, singles by Boynton (who usually J Condon, c
0 14
The St. George team went over onto
attention here. The story of her ap- j
not
g°7 UP ®UCh ' £tarts or flnUh“ something), Wads- L. Sawyer, ss
0 1
the Kennebec Sunday and showed an
0 4
Stevens. 3b
pearance in the annual parliamentary
wortn and Daly,
unbeaten Waterville team a thing or
golf tournament, where her opponent
T°
’
??o
With 0,6 £core 9 “ 1 Ricker wa5 I
two by winning the game 8 to 1. Mid
was the Prince of Wales, particularly what.
U£ed
pay, andat ^°US' £en»- to the mound to replace Low- I
36 3 9 15 27 6 1 dleton, the Vinalhaven boy, came out
attracts us-a match of notable in- ’’“J15 old hangout' ^re I eat. you ell but
horse had
rtoien gt
..... 000300100-4 of retirement to pitch a remarkably
terest, not alone by reason of the Ift get a good meal for thirty C€nU and the stable door was locked too Thomaston .... 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1-3 good game, fanning 12 lusty batters.
distinguished contestants, but because ;and an excellent one for flfJy' By late.
Camden accumulated five
Three-base hits. E. Grafton 2. M Ricker made two singles and a double
lt was so well and closely played.1 a g°°d meal 1 mean °ne
S0UP I runs off
ex-Bowdoinite. and St. ‘ sawyer. Bases on balls, off Walker in four times. John Davidson reor a hors d'oeuvre, meat or fish exFor 13 holes, so the report reads, the !
v~"” tad a
....... Oeorge picked up four more leaving 5. struck out. by Stimpson 5. by ceived many invitations to autograph
American-born peeress held the lead ”llently cooked, salad, dessert or camden on thetop of a very lopsided Walker 14 Hit by pitcher. Archer baseballs, which he did in a non2 up, playing her shots nicely. Then 0
wine' ^e"°‘ ta e water- score.
Campbell, L. Sawyer. Sacrifice hits, chaiantmanner.
the Prince came from behind, and
13 a q
P
W
The game was Pla>'ed in almost a Davidson.
Felt.
Double
plays,
the 17th hole found him a 2-1 winner If you want n01£e and style you 133continuousdrizzle, and in
more Davidson 1 unassisted 1: Stimpson and
It was “Spider” Simmons who made
of the galiantlv contested match. f°r U'even W the dollar has dropped darkness than is compatible with Archer. Umpires. Talbct and Frye. that sensational one-hand catch in
Hence Americans are fewer here.
the Rockland-St. George game, and
scientific baseball.
; Scorer Marsh.
Had we been a favored member of
I In general the French population
not Lowell as stated in our report.
Joe Oreeniaw kept the Harbor
• • • •
the gallery our wager would have
seems better dressed and more cheer- boys’ hits well scattered and was
Too bad for him to lose the newspa
Waldoboro 4. Rockland 3
teen on the lady, and our hat cast
1 ful than it was a while back. Life usually effective in the pinches. St I
per decision as well as the umpire's,
ln the air, though defeated. We hope
An almost certain victory was
seems to have picked up a bit. I George had eight men at bat in the
so this correction is made.
next time she is a guest at Sevennotice that a number of cafes which last lnnlng but scored only two turned into defeat at Community
hundred-acre Island she brings her
„ .
,
, Park Sunday afternoon when Flanacater to the native trade have been
oay 10
.
runs- Lowell fanning with three on.
threw to second to head off NORTH LINCOLNVILLE
clubs across the bay
to our own vounCoun ;
, . .. ,
,
. able to refurnish and dress up their ard Malci
out t0 vavhew for ga tn e w £€Coa 10 neaa on | There was a beautiful display of j
. ,
, ..
. . ,
. .. . a“a MaK1 “yw out 10 May new ior
Neither second hasetry Club and lends that note of
exteriors in the interim, and this' »he
a oaserunner nenner second oase
the Anal
final niitnnts
putouts.
distinction to one of the prettiest of
man
nor
shortstop
was near the bag fireworks at the home of Donald Pat
is a sign of prosperity. Of course one
Makl who u a u year old ^hool
ten, the evening of the Pourth. Th"
golf courses in New England.
can t go round risking his skin by
was behind the bat in place of at the time and the ball went far I searchlight from the U. S cruiser in i
afield,
allowing
two
Waldoboro
men
PROHIBITION IN THE SOUTH
talking war-debts—it is probably as xj-cher. who was "bunged up" in
Belfast harbor sending its rays high '
The President of the United States
to convince anyone that Sunday's Waterville game, and to cross the plate the latter run in the sky also added to the brilliant 1
being
as
it
proved
the
winning
score.
giving out a public statement recom- 1 there are two sides to the question showed unmistakable signs of being
effect.
It was a heartbreaking finish to a
mending prohibition repeal is a in Prance as it is in America—but a "eonjej. ••
There was a dance at Tranquility
well fought contest, when victory
T^ie score:
gesture unique in our political history there seems to be a strong anxiety
Grange hall last Tuesday evening,
would
have
kept
Rockland
close
on
We doubt its being especially objected to maintain good commercial re
! with large attendance.
Camden
the heels of the leaders.
to, for there has come to be quite 1 ^ations with the United States. The
Mrs. Ruth Seekins of Searsport
ab r bh tb po a e1 Carter, the Whitehead pitcher was
general acquiesence in Mr. Roose Bourse closed here the other day Mayhew, ss ..... 4 3 11 2 3 2|
I visited Mrs. Maynard Heald recently. [
again in the box for Rockland, and
velt's frankness in letting the people when there were rumors that France j Plaisted. 2b ...... 4 2 11 0 10
1 Frank Young of Frankfort has j
had Manager Brown's boys at his
know what's on his mind. The I was having to go off the <?old stand
11
0
0,
i been spending a few days with his |
Wadsworth, lb.... 4 111
mercy except in the two inning? '
: parents Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Your.g. |
Democratic platform, he points out, ard. as it may be forced to do even Thomas, c ...... 5 111 7 1 0
when their scores were made. An-;
called for the repeal of the 18th yet but the attitude toward Ameri- Lord, 3b ....
Mrs. Adelia Richards recently visit- 1
4 10 0 0 10 derson, the Waldoboro pitcher was
amendment He wants the southern |can vbitors b no less cordial **- Daley, cf ........ 5 2 2 3 1 i ol
ed her niece Mrs Alberta Young.
new to the local fans and while he
states, hitherto soundly for prohibi cause of this. Probably in Prance Leonard, If ...... 4 0 0 0 1 0 0
Melvin Wall of Rockport has rewas several times in trouble the1
tion, to support that plank of the
i
turned
home after a short stay at
0
0
0
4
12
2
Boynton, rf ......
Texacos were able to score on him
platform. July 18 to 21 is to see three
Oreeniaw, p .... 2 2 0 0 2 5 0, only in the fourth inning, when Locust Lodge.
of these states—Alabama, Arkansas
— — singles were bunched by Fowler., Mr. and Mrs. Fernald Warren ar.d
and Tennessee—balloting, and a ly as possible, but the politicians
36 13 8 9 24 12 2 Stewart, F.anagan. Gay and Dimick., Miss Carlena Grotton were visitors
determined contest is there being persist in jockeying for advantage
at Mrs. Eugene Dupre's recently.
St. George
three of them being made with two i
waged by both wet and dry. Pub up to the eleventh hour.
Lucius Russ is transporting the
ab
r
bh
tb
po
a
e
• • • •
men down.
licly each side appears confident, in
Star Route mail formerly carried by
2 2 3
3
2
11
j
Ricker,
ss,
p
....
Rockland had man on second and Parker Young.
As to talk of war — yes and no.
dicating a close result. The prohibi
i Davidson, lb .... 4 12 3 11 2 o! third in the last inning, but Dimick
tion leaders are full of fight and pre
Victor Woodbridge and grandson
2
0
o[
Archer, cf ........ 4 2 2 2
grounded out at first and Ogier Vesper Ordway of Pejepscot were
dict victory. The south has been
1
3
1|
| Simmons, 2b, ss 3 0 11
fanned for the first time in the ( recently at Locust Lodge.
steadfast in its support of prohibition. as Our part in the next conflict, etc., White. 3b ........ 4 0 11 3 0 1
game.
but
there
has
always
been
a
Therefore the result now will be the etc
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Reed and Mrs
j Monaghan, If •••• 4 0 0 0 1 0 0
A remarkable running catch by Eugene Dupre attended the Wicker
more looked upon as pointing toward j£tr<
o
o
ol
4
0
0
0
I. Simmons, rf....
Frank Stewart, who chased the ball |
the final matter of repeal. The!W01
Lowell, p, 2b .... 4 0 0 0 1 4 0 to the left field foul line, was thc play given at the 4-H boys Airline
ha(
strengthened
in
the
last
8e»
clubhouse.
Repealists have now won 16 states
Maki, c ............ 4 0 11 3 1 0 stellar play of the game. Walter
Mrs. Earle Young, Misses Agnes
and need 20 more for the three- years. The French are perfects
Oay led both teams at bat with - and Muriel Young Albert Young
fourths of the states required to aware that a hundred years of war.
34 5 8 9 24 12 5 j three successive singles. As he had
amend the Constitution, thereby re fare have depleted their man | Camden
........ 1 0 0 0 8 2 1 1—13 walked on the other two trips to the Mrs. Ralph Jewell, Charles Jewell cf
power,
and
although
they
are
cer

pealing the 18th amendment and so
St. George ...... 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 2-5 plate his batting average was a ( Rcckpcrt, Mrs Maynard Heald and
returning the country to those days tainly
daughter Naomi attended a picnic at
Two-base hits, Daley Davidson.
with which the present generation is are eminently sensible people, a fact Bases on
we are prone to forget.
The 4-H Club boys and girls
practically unacquainted, the days of which
Right now the German refugees Lowell 3. off Ricker 2. Struck out,
the licensed (and unlicensed) rum- are a big problem. There are known by G’e«nIaw ®. by Ricker 2. Hit by chanccs at first base. The Waldo marched in the Independence Day
boro team work was excellent.
shop and the poverty and woe at
parade at Belfast and also visited the
to be over 20,000 in Prance, driven Pitcher, Plaisted.
Double plays,
The score:
tendant in its train.
U. S. cruiser in the harbor. Victor
Maki;
from home by the Hitler regime and Simmons, Davidson and
Waldoboro
Reed leaned his truck for the trip
Umpires,
PIRATE AND BURIED TREASURE while unemployment is not so bad i RickeT and Davidson,
to Belfast and return.
ab r bh tb po a
WinsWe suppose, and sincerely hope lt here as in Germany, the newcomers B'ack and Slingsby. Scorer,
0
0
4
R
Brewer,
3b
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Kalloch and
to be true, that the rightly balanced threaten to need jobs that don’t | low.
2 3
4
Boggs, 2b ....
daughter Ebba of Rockland were
.I
human mind will never let slip its exist. Moreover a large number of
1 12
Kuhn, lb ........ 4
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Victor
St. George 4, Thomaston 3
Interest in lost and buried treasure. the refugees are lawyers, doctors and
Reed.
1 1
Sherman, ss .. . 4
Thomaston hit for a total of 15
It is a recurrent subject, never unac- teachers, and France has more of
Burns, c ......... 4
Luncheon guests at Locust Lodge
companied with a thrill. At the these of her own than she needs, bases Saturday, as compared with M. Brewer, rf •• 3
0 ■ Friday were Mrs. Amanda Dorman.
St.
George's
six
singles,
but
was
on
moment it finds illustration by news However, England can't take them,
0 | Mrs. Madeline Shannon of Clinton.
Clark, rf .......... 1
that the Chilean Government has Italy is Fascist, and they can't get the short end of the game from the Benner, cf ........ 2
0 Mrs. Ralph Jewell, Charles Jewell of
engaged Richard E. Latham, an Eng- to America, where there would be no very start, and passed up its chances Hilton. If .......... 4
0 Glencove, Mrs. Earl Young, Albert,
lishman expert in such matters, to room for them anyway. France is 1 of winning in the seventh inning
0 1 Agnes and Muriel Young of Rock
Anderson, p .... 4
search forhiddentreasures of silver J absorbing a number by sending them 1 when with two men on bases, and
port, Miss Minnie Richards, Mrs. Al
and gold, said tohave been buried in to work in the colonies, but this three scores behind, Stevens at34 4 7 7 27 12 1 berta Young, and Mrs. E. R. Dupre.
the Atacama desert by seventeenth won't take care of them all and those I tempted a sacrifice hit. The result
An Italian luncheon was served.
Rockland
century pirates known as “Brothers who remain threaten to be an em- J was a pop fly to the pitcher and a
John Marriner and son Arthur
ab r bh tb po a
of the Black Flag." Here at the very barrassment. It will be interesting 1 double play. Ebb Grafton the next
Marriner of Rockport and C. K
outset is matter to quicken the blood. to see what solution is finally settled batter made a three bagger which Oay, 2b ........... 3
Richards of Rockland were at Locust
“Brothers of the Black Flag” and j on.
I might otherwise have won the game, I Dimick, rf ...... 2
1 Lodge Sunday.
Ogi-er,
ss
.........
5
fabulous treasure to be searched
My own work is taking up so much
St. George brought along a new
Mrs Ruth Seekins and son Vinal of
after! Immediately the mind leaps I of my time that I won’t be able to
pitcher—a youngster named Stlmp-Mealey, cf ........ 4
! Searsport, Mr. and Mrs. Bennie
1
17
to the pages of "Treasure Island," J get around much. I hope to get it
son, who was discovered in PortFowler, lb
4
Seekins, Josephine, Maxine, Ha. old.
1 2
that classic of pirate and treasure finished toward the end of July, Clyde.
Clvde. While
Whilehehewas
washit
hithard
hardatatStewart, If ...... 4
Raymond, and Stanley Seekins of
lore—to Jim Hawkins, the ideal of | ln time to take a short trip through times he made a remarkably gcod Carter, p ...
Camden were visitors Saturday at
adventurous boyhood; to Long John Beauvais Amiens, Rheims and showing, considering that it was his Chaples, 3b
v ! Locust Lodge.
01
Silver, that romantic rascal of the Nancy—where I was once the mostfirst time under fire, and did not •Freeman ...
Mrs. Ruth Jewell of Glencove, Mrs.
1 Madeline Shannon and Mrs. Amanda
sailed free-booting seas, with his homesick American on earth—before walk a solitary batter: fanning Con- Flanagan, c
parrot “Capt. Kidd" and its reiterated taking the boat again. However, thc , don with a man on third, and doing
Dorman of Clinton were recent call34 3 9 9 27 11 4 ers on Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Heald.
pieces of eight. Already we have job has to be done first, and thc ■ the same thing to Fales with men on
• Batted for Chaples in the ninth.
read the book more than a score of machinery of a French library creaks, second and third was among his
Waldoboro .... 00200000 2—4
times, but again we nose into its ever considerably. In any case, I'll be | achievements.
MARTINSVILLE
Three of St. George's six hits off Rcckland .... 00030000 0—3
verdant chapters, and for the next Seeing you before (the summer is
Mrs. George K. Marshall and Miss
Bases on balls, off Carter 1, off j Myra H. A. Marshall of Somerville,
few evenings shall be inaccessible to over. Please give my best to the Walker were bunched in the fourth
visitors. The news from Chile has various gentlemen, who I hcpe still, inning and coming in conjunction Anderson 3. Struck out, by Carter Mass, arrived at Mars-Hall this week
with a base on balls, netted three 1, by Anderson 0.
Sacrifice hits, where they will spend the summer.
done that for us.
' frequent the Brook.
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strand THEATRE

Motorola

Auto Radio

Adaptable for All Marine Use
100% Satisfactory Daytime
Reception

Three Models To Choose From

Call STANLEY C. BOYNTON

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

ALL

AT

NATION-WIDE

STORES

SPECIALS - JULY 10-15

28 BISCUITS

,
Till C<a

NATION-WIDE

Evap. Milk 6

RIPPLED

c

SILVER SLICE BRAND

pheakjast 3ood

2 .-2 5'

Grapefruit
WHOLE 8ECTION*

RAYCREST BRAND

PEARS . .

21

Ls*
No 2'/»
C«n

CHOICE ORECON BARTLETTB

CHOICE MELBA

PEACHES ~»18
HALVES IN SYRUP

BAKER’S

COCOA.

10

*4 Lb

Can

MINUTE

TAPIOCA

Pkj

THE NEW

^tvith Crcanj fruit

11

D

2.15

JELL-O
NATION-WIDE

COFFEE

Lb

DELICIOUS HOT or ICED

25

GEISHA BRAND

TUNA

FANCY
No M
WHITE MEAT C«n

NATION-WIDE—Fancy H.llowi

Pitted Dates

10 Oi
Pk3

A HOUSEHOLD NECESSITY

19
15

20 MULE
TEAM

BORAX

THIS IS THE ONE THAT H(
_________
HOLDS
FLIES

AEROXON FLY COILS . 4
21.1 SHOE POLISH.
FOR ALL KINDS OF WHITE SHOES

SHINOLA WHITE SHOE «I8SS,
FLASH HAND CLEANER . 2
SUMMER CONFECTIONS

•

WINEBERRE and ZERO BARS . .
PURITAN MARSHMALLOWS . .
ROASTED PEANUTS %.n ....
Sunshine Specials
EDGEMONT
HONEY GRAHAM
WAFERS

Lb.PI<S.-150 Piece.

|>

HONEY BAR COOKIES

DELIGHTFUL
..
OLD-FASHIONED
V-

QC

| Oe

NEW
ENGLANDER

NATION-

Wp TE^S

CIGARS
4.19‘
HIGH VALUE
LOW PRICE

Oungc Pekoe or Formoie

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
ROCKLAND DISTRICT
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Every-Othir-Day
Local baseball fans are clamoring'
for scoreboard service at Community (
Park during the Twilight League I
July 11-12 — Union — ‘'Henry's Wed
ding” at Town hall, benefit high school games.

«WEDNESDAY
MORNING SPECIAL

CAMDEN

TALK OF THE TOWN

Plan to attend the garden party
i this week at the home of Mrs. Frank
band
L. Kennedy on Mountain street.
July 12- Thomaston—St. John Baptist
Motion pictures of President Roose* .
The affair is under the auspices of
Guild midsummer fair.
July 14—Camden—"Take It Or Leave velt's cruise along the Maine coast [
the Ladies of the G.A.R. Fancy and
It." staged at the Opera House.
July 18—Camden—Annual flower show are being shown today at Strand The- '
t/jc,; useful articles, candy, home cooked
Enjoy now at thia Amazingly Low Price the
of Garden Club.
atre. Camden, Pulpit Harbor and Bar
food etc., will be on sale. There will
July 18-19—Rockport—"Trial of the
Accuracy and Beauty of a High Priced Watch!
Century" at Town hall, auspices M E. Harbor figure in the film.
be a rummage table, and ice cream,
Ladles Aid
cake and tea will be served.
July 19—Thomaston—Methodist Ladles
The annual meeting of the Knox ■
Aid fair.
"The Second Man,” will be pre
July 21—Thomaston—"Gram.” staged County Association for Rural Re- ;
by Adelyn Bushnell and Marshall Brad
sented at the Episcopal parish house
ford at Watts hall.
ligious Education will be held next
Wednesday evening by the College
July 25—Birthday of Gen. Henry Knox.
Aug
2—Rockport-Midsummer Fair, Monday at 7.30 p .m. at the Baptist
Players and is for the benefit of the
Baptist Ladles Circle.
vestry, when a full attendance ls'
Parish Camp.
Aug. 1—Annual field day of the Knox
County Eastern Star Field Day Associa especially desired.
Walter Simonton has returned to
tion at Penobscot View Grange hall.
Aug 9 Owl's Head -Church fBlr and
j Melrose. Mass., after a visit in Cam
There will be a public supper in the t
supper.
den his former home.
Aug 10-12—Rockport—Carnival and undercroft of St. Peter’s Church Sat- ■
Regatta.
Arthur Bean of Lowell, Mass., ls
Sept. 2 Eleventh annual fair of Sim urday from 5 to 7. In charge are ]
visiting his brother Bert Bean.
onton Community Association
Mrs.
Alton
Decrow,
Mrs.
Ella
Hyland,
Sept. 11—Special State election.
The patriotic organizations and
Mrs. Josephine Lothrop and Mrs.,
auxiliaries were entertained Sunday
WEATHER
Nathaniel Little of Warren.
by Mrs. Alice Kennedy, president of
In the first third of its 1933 exist
Joel Keyes Grant Circle, Ladies of
During
July.,
August
and
Septem|
39c
ence July has presented nothin?
Chiffon Hosiery,
the OAR., at Camp Journey's End,
ber
there
will
be
one
mail
delivery
1
j
much to boast of in the way of sum
IOC
Men's Fancy Rayons,
by the city carriers on Wednesdays, J
Coleman Pond.
mer goods. A nicely warmed day
Worth
STYLISH YET STURDY
Comique Theatre attractions for
Men's Heavy Work Socks, 08c
slipped in here and there, but varied a curtailment made necessary by' the ■
$2.50
GUARANTEED ONE YEAR
j the week: Monday and Tuesday, Al
order
of
the
Postmaster
General
that
j
with rains and coolness that have
Ladies' Spring Suits,
3.50
Jolson in "Hallelujah
I'm a
frequently called the family oil heat all employes shall take nine day fur
. i.
Bum!"
Wednesday
and
Thursday,
Lilli
Washable
Silk
er into service. But apparently this loughs.
"Sailor's Luck;” Friday, Warden
Dresses,
1-98
has not interfered with the coming
The many Rockland persons who
j Lewis E. Lawes in ”20,000 Years In
Men's Overalls, sizes to 50, 89c
of the vacationist, which after all is
have witnessed plays in Jefferson
Sing Sing;" Saturday, "The Mysteri
thc real test of a successful Maine
ous Rider."
season. The score kept at the Wool Theatre in years gone by, will be in
Satin-finish Silvered
Lustrous Nickel-Plated
Mrs. James C. Hutchins of Chiwich bridge end shows marked in terested, and probably sorry, to
Dials
Case
learn the well known institution is j
1 cago has arrived in town for the
crease in motor cars over last year's
Raised Gold Numerals Engraved Front & Back
summer.
record, a most hopeful Indication. to be torn down very shortly to
Harvey Knight and family have
Thinner Model—14 Size
Rainfall through the night continues make way for a gasolene service
moved to the Upham rent on Mesmartly this morning. It is suggested station.
1 chanic street.
officially that the sun may break
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
Funeral services for Capt. Nils Nel
Miss Elizabeth Thomas is em
through, but cloudiness will prevail
son were held yesterday from his late
ployed
as clerk in W. O. Hall's store,
with scattered showers, one of which
THE SHATTERED PINE
home on Warren street. There were
GLENMERE
LIBERTY
! Main street.
is manifesting Itself as the paper
many beautiful floral offerings. The
Miss Louise Dyer is employed dur
On the west shore ot Rockport har
goes to press. Morning temperature
Mrs. P. L. Boynton, Golda BoynMiss Audrey Simmons of Thomas
bearers were William Dean, Thomas bor lie the well-known "Dutchmans
ing
the summer at the Boynton
a little under 60, humidity high , ._____
. ,,
.
„ , Ledges." mentioned In this poem wrltAnderson, F. A. Maxey and Frank i ten ^y garan Norton McCuiiagh of Bos- ton, Mrs. Laura Skinner and Jud ton was recently guest of her grand- I Pharmacy.
spirits depressed.
Hunter. the honorary bearers being ! ton- » member ot the Rockport summer Warren recently motored to Bar uarents Mr. and Mrs. Frank Harris.
colony.
Harbor' oi'1?'" a^damS
i°f Jama'Ca
Church of 6t. John Baptist, ThomBernet, Capt. Anderson. Capt. „ ,
..
. ..
Troop 2, Boy Scouts, is having a Oapt.
.
The ledges wait beside the sea.
The Sewing Circle will meet with Plain. Mass are at thelr cottage
yarlety
Tinker and Capt. Dobbins. Rev. J. : patient with time's eternity.
fortnight's vacation.
Carl Gridley and son of Weymouth useful ar(ic
food
Charles MacDonald of the First Bap- Thousands of years have wrought thelr Mrs. James Burkill July 18.
Mrs. Ethel Wellman and daughter Mass, were guests Sunday of last
Rockland Encampment, IOO.P tlst Church officiated. The Interment Fired stain.
by sunlight and worn by rain.
Pauline were guests of Mrs. Walter . week of Mrs. Olive Gridley.
,
____________
was ln the family lot at Achorn Fancy sees giants leaving no proof
will meet Wednesday night.
' Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ward of
But the grey old ruin with furrowed Ordway last Thursday.
edmetery.
GLENCOVE
roof.
Doris Ayer Donnell, physical direc- , Lynn were at their cottage and had
The new tennis cturt In the rear
.
the mountains, water and sky.
as holiday guests Mr. and Mrs. Al- !
-------of the high school building is greatLincoln Colcord of Searsport, the ! Watching
tor
of
the
Girls
Shod
at
Hallowell,
Echoing weirdly the gull's screaming
Mrs. Charles A. Studley has had as
cry.
with a group of girls spent several bert Thomas also of Lynn.
ly in demand.
j Wit known author, has been in New
Mrs. J. Leo McDonald of Saugus. a K^est her cousin Mrs. Edward
------ •York for several days arranging Trampling the wild-pear screening Its days the past week at Camp Bona
Mass., Miss Marjorie Morse of Provi- ■ Durand of Brooklyn, N. Y.
Norman Frost is at Camp Pes- flnal
{or a year ,n china
dlmly a dlstant race.
Vista.
Master Norman Crockett of Penobquasawasix. Lake Worthley, Gor- where he wiU study the political, An oaR tree lnnocently holds
Mr. and Mrs. Summers, Miss ' dence. and Wesley Reid of Worcester,
social and economic Situation. He A sagging hip where the red leaf moulds; Kitty Walker and Nelson and D. S have been guests of Mrs. Lucy Smith. 8001 View Grange was at Grand View
ham. for the summer.
will make his headquarters inShang- Under the shade of its leathery sway.
Walker of New York visited the 1 Mrs. Thurley Hocking and chil- Grange Thursday and conferred the
The date of the annual field day hal, and will write articles for I Pink slippers wtread to the„ dance of Mav. Walker home the past week.
dren of Melrose Highlands, Mass.,' flrst and second degrees on ten can
this grey-bosomed palisade.
of Eastern Star. District 11, will be American newspapers and maga- On
Raymond Worthing, C. H. Well arc spending two weeks with her bidates. He will also confer the
scarfs of roses bloom and fade.
father Capt. O. A. Andrews.
| third and fourth degrees next TTiursTuesday, Aug. 1 and not Aug. 3 as zines. It is expected he Will sail in And Cherished in the bald rock's head,
ington and Theo Wellington have re
Rev.
M.
R.
Kerr
has
closed
his
pas! day night.
first announced.
the near future from San Francisco. The sh»ttered ‘“‘e of » Plne stands dead. turned from a camping trip into
torate
with
the
Ridge
Church
and
Mrs. Ronald Abbott and daughters
Thc visit whlriTthe Garden Club | although the exact date has not yet In
the towcr' th,s u“ p,ne Northern Maine.
accepted a call to Westerlo. N. Y. Jane and Joan of Rockland were plcMrs.
Alfred
Amor
of
'Peabody,
members were to have with H. Heistad been announced. Mrs. Colcord and Behind the light-houM-above the wood
Mass., with her twin daughters Jean Charlcs Mastellar of Lisbon Falls is, nicking on the beach with Glencove
„
nftsmnon has been thelr son and daughter will remain signaling, lordly, the ships at sea.
at Rockport this afternoon nas oee
Waving wide branches, wild and free,
and Jane, are visiting her parents Euppljlngat present at the Ridge
friends Friday.
postponed, due to inclement weaker. j in Skarsport for the present, but The ledge had borne this pine tree’s
Mr and Mrs D T McCurdy
Mr and Mrs- Chauncey Keene and
William Hocksworth of Belmont
_____
I possibly may join him later.
seed.
Its stony heart gave lt strength to feed. ' Mrs. Thomas Holgate of Oeorge- I Mr and Mrs' JosfPh Hcbinson of | has been haying for Sidney Stinson,
Miss Joan Hunt of Pleasant street,
gay pine town. Mass, is spending a few days Rcckland were holiday guests of Mr. [ Mrs ^’a Culver is attending U.
A talented group of young play- The grey rock laughedwhose eyes were injured by fireworks
of M. summer school.
and Mrs. Byron Davis.
hat. to wear forever!
at the A. B. Sherman home.
shortly after the Fourth, is receiving ers, all recent college graduates and To
Charles
Wiley
is
risiting
his
CaPl- Tom Farley is quite busy
with
professional
experience
who
Mr,
and
Mrs.
Woldo
Hoit
of
Port

Tall and straight like a schooner's mast—
treatment from Dr. Elllngwood. and
j taking the guests at Oak Grove
For a hundred years—the pine held fast. land and Mrs. Ruby Hoit motored to daughter Mrs. Lucy Smith.
it is believed her sight will be saved. term themselves "The College Play
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Waid enter- Cabins out fishing.
ers," will present a play in the parish
sea' I Hampden
Sunday
And wondered what had fed the tree.
- to visit relatives.
trined the evening of July 3 Mr. and
Herbert Brazier Sr. and Norman
rtr Blake
p.like B.
B Annis is to mot
xnunuu Episcopal
rpvivupd. '
L
----------------------mot*?-1j nouse
house oi
of di
St.. Thomas
Ur. Liaise n ruuua
„ . m
A
, . . ,
As the haughty spirit ls doomed to fall, I
Mrs. Albert Thomas, Mr. and Mrs Crockett were visitors at Tranquility
from 30 High street July 26 to 79 . Church tomorrow night for the The power that gave it wove its pan.
ROCKPORT
Thurley Hocking and children, Mr Grange, Lincolnville. Saturday night,
Park 6treet/ the resilience of the benefit of the parish camp at Lake clouds pressed low with storm and fog.
Orange activities will be ln abunlate Mrs. Emma Frohock. H-J will Megunticook.
Thelr director ts
arrow of name left a splintered log.
Rockport is rocking with surprise and Mrs. Alton Brown, Alex
and
astonishment!
A
noted
citizen
,
Hatho
™e.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thomas
dance
with Penobscot View begin:
Ralph
Childs,
member
of
the
»ow-1
conduct his office there.
i doin College faculty, in charge of,
—Sarah N. McCuiiagh.
is entangled in a breach of promise Hocking, Mr. and Mrs. William j ning in Au8U-st. On the 10th State
County Commissioner Foy W dramatics. They will present “The j
suit. A mysterious woman, Nellie Keene and Mr. and Mrs. A. W. j Master Crawford will be a guest and
I Aug. 12 a field meeting of all
EAST WASHINGTON
Brown, gaining rapidly from a re Second Man" by S. N. Behrman. a
Bly, is bringing suit. There will be a Hooper.
Mrs. Arthur Davis and daughter Gran8PS will be held, an all-day
cent minor operation at Knox Hos comedy replete with clever lines.
public hearing in the town hall Tues
pital. expects to return to his North sparkling wit and a wide variety of ' James E. Turner and friend who day and Wednesday, July 18 and 19. Hilda of Port Clyde have recently session with many speakers, and Oov
Haven home the latter part of the intriguing situations. This company , have been at the homes of C. E. Many noted citizens will appear as been at their cottage the Stumble-in. Brann will be present. Friends and
Mrs. L. C. Sheerer, daughter Mrs. I ot^ers invited.
i
week.
has already attracted considerable Overiock and w M p^ott for the witnesses to testify in this case and
will
serve
on
the
jury.
The
event
will
Orrin
Treat
and
young
son
of
NabMrs.
Clarence
Rollins
of
Rockland
------attention, and during the present'
.
, .
.
.
Hnihrrwk Host will
Winslow-Holbrook
win have
nave wek
appearing in gath, Booth- i past week have returned to Malden be “The Trial of the Century." nasset, Mass., were recent guest of was Suest of Mrs. C. E. Gregory Saturday afternoon and evening.
a special meeting tonight when | &ay jjarjjOr Brunswick, Camden and ! and ^ew Bedford.
Please, please, if anyone finds any : Mr and Mrs. Frank Wiley.
Representative Moran will answer Portiand
j Miss Harriett Ripley is assisting important evidence in relation to this ' Master Byron Keene of Rockland i Mr- and Mrs. Lewis Curtis of BelI Mrs. Olive Light during the vacation. case, kindly communicate with Lin- is spending a vacation with his fast were quests of Miss Hazel Win
questions relative to the new vet
Church of St. John Baptist. ThomMi&. Arabe, Sukeforth of soUth thel Lane or Marion Weidman, im- grandparsnts Mr. and Mrs. Byron j capaw Saturday.
erans deal. All ex-service men are
Davis.
Miss Ruth Maguire who has been
aston. Summer Sale Wide variety L,berty was a caUer on Mrs clara mediately—adv.
invited.
visiting Mrs. Frank Seavey the past
useful articles; also cooked food, to- 1 Overlock last priday.
Little Girl (ta mother) —"Ma. I'm j "Whither is our younger genera- two weeks returned to her home in
One of the most beautiful sights of morrow. Prices reasonable.—adv.
___________
Millicent Hamilton was guest of afraid baby will have seven years (tion headed?" asks a writer. “Can't Jefferson Sunday.
the city at present is the Dr. Van
of hard luck. He swallowed a piece say. but they certainly appear to be
Fleet rose bush at thc Copper Ket
SIMONTON
Mrs. k°ttie Prescott Saturday.
Master Bernard Andrews was in
j enjoying the trip."—Chicago News.
tie. Its wealth of gorgeous bloom
------Mr. and Mrs. E. Burnell Overlock of mirror."—Life.
Trenton for the day Friday.
The 11th annual fair of the Simon- .j, Rhode island, who recc.ti/ re
can be seen at the School street
ton Community Association will be turned to Maine, have moved to their
entrance.
SEARSMONT
held Sept. 2.
cottage which has been built on the
Thc rose editor's desk is being kept
Miss Ruth Marcello who has been I shore of Medomak Lake and will
Mrs Lizzie Clark and son Forrest,
in joyous mood these days by the beau passing a vacation of three weeks with spend the vacation there,
and her nephew Jack Googins of Mai
tiful flowers out of the Oliver Hills her parents Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Mr and Mrs w w
recently
den. Mass., were recently guests of
gardens on upper Summer street. Marcello, returned Sunday to the j spent a f€W days jn camden with
Mrs. Bert E. Cunningham. Jack who
Garden things do well for Oliver, Maine General Hospital, Portland.
£on and daughter Ernest Light
boarded with Mrs. Cunningham for
roses especially, rich in variety and
Miss Sara Simonton ls at present and Mrs Arabe]
six years will remain down for an in
employed at Knox Hospital Rockland.
bloom.
definite time.
Mrs. J. C. Me \ n spent t e our i
visitors in Augusta last ThursFrank Beverage, former manager in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Millay of Applei .
ton were callers on relatives and
of the American Railway Express of There will be no meetings of the i day.
friends in this place Friday.
fice in this city died last week in Farm Bureau during July and August !
dance at LiBht's
Friday
Several attended the card party at
___________
I evening was well attended and a
Malden. Mass. Funeral services will
Belmont Mlss Delma Cunningham
good time enjoyed.
be held in the Congregational
BORN
of Searsmont held highest score.
Church, Thomaston, at 3.30 this bean—At Thomaston. July 9. to Mr
Sewall and Leon Prescott of Liberty
Edwin Howes of Bangor State Hos
and Mrs. Arthur Bean, a daughter.
afternoon.
»
were at the home of their uncle W.
pital was the guest of relatives and
M.
Prescott
Saturday.
MARRIED
Open garden days in Augusta, LINCOLN-DART
friends here over the Fourth.
— At Christ Church.
Mr. and Mrs. LaMont Grotton of
Hallowell and Gardiner, will b? Cambridge. Mass . July l.Jry Rev. Leslie
Miss Helen Holmes and friend of
SrStTR.;^'i'lTn^ west Washington were callers at the
sponsored by the Kennebec Valley
Augusta visited her mother Friday.
WhlUnsvllle, Mass., and Ann Crom home of Mrs. Clara Overlock Saturwell Dart, daughter of Mrs and the
Garden Club July 11 and 12 this
The Hermansen family of New
late Willard C. Dart of Providence. R. I. day afternoon.
year instead of the annual flower
York city are staying for the sum
Mrs. Roland Tapley and two chil
DIED
show which is usually staged at the
mer at the boys' camp Wannahgcesha.
dren
are staying at the home of Mrs.
Gardiner Shrine Club. Twenty-five BEVERAGE—At Malden. Mass . July 7
Mr and Mrs. A. Adams of SWrley,
Frank a. Beverage Funeral Tuesday Blanche M. Johnston while Medomak
Mass., are spending a vacation here.
gardens in the three Kennebec
at 3 30 from the Congregational _
.
_______
»»_
. <„
Church. Thomaston
Camp ls in session. Mr. Tapley is
Edgar Callahan ls mal^ng exten
cities will be opened to visitors on
Parker—At Rockland. July 9. Nora b . music instructor at the camp,
sive repairs on his house.
those days at a small admission fee.
widow of George H Parker, aged 56
years. 3 months. Funeral Tuesday j Mrs. L. L. Morton, who was strickHaying is the order of the day but
Among those opening thelr gardens
I'hoto by Uract Lint
a light crop is reported.
in the three cities will be Mrs. Hope ChurchC,OClt fr°m 81 Peter 8 EPlsc°Pal en suddenly ill the past week was
INTERIOR OF SEA-GARAGE
B. E. Cunningham who has worked
Hayn is Wheeler, Waiter 8. Wyman Benner At Rockland. July io. Fostelh. taken Friday to Knox Hospital where
E.. wife of w. N. Benner, Jr., aged 62 an emergency operation was pureliminated. Cars are first drained for the past four years at the Au
and William H. Gannett, all on
years. 7 months. 7 days.
Funeral
.
,
.
j T.
Wednesday at 2 o’clock from late resi- formed, and as soon as her condition
* Grace liners plying between New of gasoline and securely held in place gusta State Hospital was home over
Western avenue; the Blaine house on
the voyage On arrival at des
dence. Old County road.
warrants another will be necessary.
York and California, by way of the during
tination, they are refilled—and the thc weekend.
State street; Mrs. Richard E. Good NELSON—At Rockland, July 8. Capt I
...
„ ,,
.__
Canal
and
the
Central
Americas,
ac

owner chugs off, bent on pleasuro and
Nelson, aged 61 years, 9 months, | Many friends are solicitous for her
Mrs. Christina Hall also of the
win, Chandler street; Ernest L. Mc 9Niels
commodates fifty cars and keeps them sightseeing.
days.
welfare and a favorable recovery.
safe from damage throughout the trip.
Lean, State street: John E. Nelson.
Thcre is no possibility of cars being State Hospital ls home for her second
Motorists simply drive thelr ma scratched, or otherwise marred, as the vacation.
CARD OF THANKS
Winthrop street; Mrs. Charles T.
We are grateful and sincerely thank
chines down to the dock, turn them sea-garage is reserved exclusively for
A little boy was saying his go-toMr. and Mrs. F. W. Cunningham
Penney. Chapel street, and others.
those who ln any way gave assistance at
over to the ship authorities, and go passengers' machines.
the time of our son's accident; the bed prayers in a very low voice,
aboard without further trouble or
Not
only
does
this
sea-garage
make
and
son Robert and W. A. Palmer of
grammar school. Epworth League, and,
worry. The garage is entered by a side it possible for a passenger to make a Washington, also Mr. and Mrs.
Special this week only — Large OPKb
,th school, also for the many klpd
"I can't hear you, dear,” his
port
in
the
thip,
on
a
level
with
the
combination
sea
and
land
tour,
but
It
and acts of kindness from | mother whispered,
chicks, several varieties. 15 fcr $1 at expressions
dock.
enables him to drive leisurely back, George Matthews of Belfast, were
friends and neighbors during his stay;
The old-fashioned annoyances of from the opposite coast, stopping at guests of Mr. and Mrs. B. E. Cun
Stover's, Rockland. Seeds — feeds — at the hospital.
'Wasn't talking to you said the
Mr and Mrs. Edgar J. Whitten. . £ma][ one firmly—Brown Jug.
hoisting and lowering are completely point* of interest en route,
Mr.
fertilizers.
82-84 Union.
ningham Sunday.

Guaranteed Timekeeper

Visit
The
BARGAIN
ATTIC
Often

BILTMORE
DE LUXE

PocketWatch

fr

At Nine o’CIock Wednesday we
will put on sale a Fancy White
Halibut and offered to you at a pric
Far Below Normal
FANCY FRESH

HALIBUT

NON-BREAKABLE CRYSTAL

lb

Cut To Suit

JC
AgREEN PEAS’"139A
Serve It With

AS.

NATIVE

79iC

Featuring

*

A,

lamb legs,
lamb chops,

„ |gc
ogc

LAMBFORES._-- -- -- -lb l9c

COTTAGE

SHWMRS—
- -- -- - KELLOGG’S SPECIAL
pkg. rice krispies.

For

PERM’S MARKET

Saturday with Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Simmons.
Wyman Trull of Lowell spent the
Rev. Guy Vannah and family ol
Massachusetts are spending a vaca weekend with Mrs. Franklin Trussell.
F. M. Turner and family of Great
tion at the Vannah cottage.
(Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Maloney re Neck. N. Y., who have spent several
summers at Marshall Point, are occently visited Pleasant Point.
Mrs. Henry Shaw and son Harris 1 cupylng the Drift Inn for a cottage
were recent visitors of Mrs. Sarah this year.
Mrs. Nellie B. Simmons has opened
Seavey.
Rev. Charles Marstellar supplied at : her gift shop for the season.
Mrs. Orcutt and family of Attle
the Baptist Church Sunday
Miss Elsie Puffer of Lowell, Mass, boro have been guests of Mr. and
ls spending the summer with Mrs. Mrs. Ralph Simmons.
Mrs. Elsie Freeman and daughters
Franklin Trussell.
The twins Mary and Martha Dlx of Gladys and Beatrice of New Jersey
West Newton, Mass., were visitors have been visiting relatives here.

PORT CLYDE

PRICES
TODAY

YQlkCAN BUY A REAL

Traveling Around America

TOMORROW who knows
I

ou may never again

have an opportunity like

this.... opportunity to

huy real Maytag quality
at this sensational price.
Come in today.
The Maytag Company
Manufacturers
NEWTON Founded 1893

IOWA

ri.f.rawr
20.18-3 J

HOUSE-SHERMAN,INC442 Main Street,'

Rockland, Me.

NEW LOW PRICES ON ALL MAYTAGS EQUIPPED WITH GASOLINE MULTI-MOTOR

Every-Other-Day
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BURKETTVILLE
Mrs. Evelyn Stdellngcr of Stlcknev
Corner passed a part of the Fourth i
with Clara McDowell and attended
Raising the Eyebrows, act
the ball game.
of an arrogant person, gave
Dorothy Robbins spent Wednesday
us the word Slperciliols
night and Thursday with Ruth
Mitchell.
Supercilium means eye
brow in Latin, and superMrs. King is confined to her home
ciliosus eyebrowish, front
with sciatic rheumatism and is at
which we derived supertended by Dr. Pierpont.
cilious to describe the
haughty, disdainful
Mr and Mrs. Melvin Jackson and
person who raises
daughter Nadine and Walter Jackthe eyebrows.
son, Jr., motored from Waltham.
Mass., last Saturday, and on the re
turn trip (Sunday Messrs. Jackson
were accompanied by their mother
Mrs Melvin Jackson and daughter
are remaining here for a vacation o!
two weeks with Mr and Mrs S BTIME TELLING BEGAN
Miller.
when man first noticed that shadows change
Mr ar.d Mrs. Charles Mitchell and
their position regularly.
family of Roslindale. Ma's, were re
cently callers on relatives in this,
“When
place.
that shad
Clifford Rowell is visiting relatives
ow reaches
in Gardner. Mass
this rock,
Mr and Mrs. Harold Simmons and
I’ll meet
MARK TWAIN!
daughters of Gardner, Mass., were!
you here,”
was prob
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs Al
MARK TWAIN!
ably the
mond Rowell. The two granddaugh
The sounder's frequent call
first way
ters are remaining here for the sum
to indicate the water was
prehistoric
mer.
two fathoms deep, gave
man timed
Miss Hazel Hart who has been
Steamboat Pilot Samuel I..
hintself.
visiting
Miss Alice Oorden and Jcruel
Clemens, one of America's
' Hart of Warren returned home last
foremost humorists, the
j Tuesday.
idea for hit pen name.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Llndholm of
Caratunk were callers on Mr. and
All Rltht»
by
Blllett RyndlrtU. 1933.
Mrs Maynard Sukeforth recently.
Mrs. Etta Hatch was a caller Fri
day
at Clara McDowell’s.
? ? Surprising As It Is ? ? .. . “What Is Your Score? ?
See Page Two
Thomas Stanton who has been with
, Mr. and Mrs. Chester Hannon lor
SOUTH CHINA
several years is now with hls father
Mr. and Mrs. Cony Webber. Mrs. ‘ in Massachusetts for an indefinite
fii’.ph Eancy and Eleanor Esancy i stay.
Friends of Mrs. Ruby Hannon are
ittend.’d the ball game at Erskine
field
where
the
single
men
of
the
^
ad
t0 learn
£he U «aiRln« a1’
and
Grange trimmed the married men j though slowly. She is with her sister
Mrs. Fred Smallwood.
inot tco badly*.

Jm M

Vacations

Health

Camp Abcnakls has 40 young boys!
this year with Hus-ey of Newton ■
De. ERNEST H. LINES-----High. Robirron of Arlington High
mt A*Konty «rU Chitf Medical Director
and Supt Ellsworth of W?;t Newton
New Yodl Li/« I*«wr«nce Com>«y
as directors, and a dezen or tr.or;
junior councillors Tiny and Trixie
EXERCISE AND REST
and the two calico ponies are there
VACATION time le a period when many people whoee daily work does
again and two new spatted horses
not involve physical effort try to catch up on exercise. Some of them
add much to the oleasure of the
go about it in such a way that they do themselves more harm than good.
toys and the p.-pularity of the camp
Choose some exercise that will keep you out in the open air and sunshine.
Through the untiring efforts of
Golf, tennis, swimming, baseball and
Miss Virginia Jones, thalrman. and
hiking are beneficial in moderation
larly during the summer time. Bv
the ether members cf the Augusta
Don’t try to play thirty-six holes of getting plenty of sleep and breathing
golf or go on a ten-mile hike the first pure air you lessen the possibilities
Zonta Club. The Zonta Health Camp
few days of your vacation.
ip:ever.torium r.ot sanitorium), has
of exhaustion during excessively hot
If unaccustomed to strenuous exer weather.
opened for its second season. At
cise. do not begin too vigorously.
Go to a movie, read, or sit around
present 12 little boys are being en
Exercise ebould leave one pleasantly and chat in the evening before
tertained for three weeks and then
fatigued,’not exhausted. Persona retiring. Relax for at leas' a quarter
12 little girls will take their place
who take little exercise during the hour before eating, and for at least
for three weeks.
winter, especially adults over forty, an hour after menls. Don't go
should be extremely careful to exer swimming for at leas, two hours
Councillor Ellsworth and wife and
cise only moderately.
after eating, or you may have an
little daughter Nancy are rooming
Don’t force yourself to the golf attack of muscle cramps or indiges
at Raloh Esancy’s.
course or to the tennis court when tion and drown.
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Morse and
Plenty
of
res,
and
relaxation
is
you are already physically tired.
daughter
Joan and Mr. and Mrs.
Many of the sudden deaths of middle- essential to getting the most nu, of
Loring Athearn of Hope were recent
Banish business
aged men apparently in good health, your vacation.
picnickers at Mr Morse's farm here
during or immediately following a worries and ge, outdoors in the
game of golf, show the danger of this. sunshine. Rebuild your mental and
and also called on the Esancys. Other
Exercise should be a recreation and physical resources for the next year’s
visitors that day were Mr. and Mrs.
a pleasure, not a duty to be performed work.
Ralph Light and Mr. and Mrs. Nel
irrespective of the condition of the
son Calderwood of BurkettvlUe. and
body at the time. Avoid strenuous
Thit I tike seventh of a series nf 12
Arthur Robinson. Jr., was a dinner
articles on Vacation* and Health.
exercise during the heat of the day.
The eighth, on Swimming, unit
guest.
answer the questions
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Snow of VasSleep and Reel
salboro and Cony Malcolm's family
1. If you are pushed into deep
<"3ariy to bed and early to rise” is
water and can't swim, what
of Augusta wc-e Fourth of July
a good rule to follow the year round,
should you doT X. Do good
and especially on your vacation.
guests at Hubert Hall's.
swimmers often drown?
What
Get at least eight, and preferably
A party of 22 enjoyed the Fourth
are
cramps
and
how
can
they
be
nine, hours sleep every night.
at Pemaquld. making the trip in
prevented?
The rooms in which you sleep
Bump's truck.
icopynsbi. toss. n. v. l. i. c®.j
should be well ventilated, paruouMr. and Mrs Ralph Esancy were
the surprised guests of honor at a
and son Paul. Mr and Mrs. Oeorge very Interesting session of Orange
MINTURN
Moulton and son George spent the Wednesday evening. After a pleas
Mrs. Warren Staples is staying in holiday guests of Mrs. Elizabeth ing program ln charge of Mr and
Rockland for a few days while her Hamblen of West Stonington.
Mrs. Vernon Boynton (Abbie Tiffany
daughter Mrs. Edith Matthews is at
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Ranquist are of Camden* little Connie Boynton
Knox Hospital receiving treatment.
receiving congratulations on the presented Mrs. Esancy with a bou
quet of syringa. ferns and pink roses,
Miss Lunette Nelson of Portland birth of a son.
and Cony Webber In behalf of the
is visiting her grandmother Mrs.
MOUNT PLEASANT
Orange p-esented Mr. and Mrs
Willis Conary.
Esancy with a handsome 26 piece set
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gott of Vinal
Mrs. H. M Carroll and sons of silver. Refreshments were fol
haven spent the holiday at their
Maurice, Jr., and Philip have been lowed by dancing.
former home here.
visiting her mother in Bucksport.
Miss Margaret Stanley is visiting
Gordon Smith has recently bought
NORTH HAVEN
her cousin Miss Anne Bartlett of
a new milch cow.
Sullivan.
Rev. Mr. Hellens of Fall River
Mr. and Mrs. John W Penney, Mr. Mass., preached two impressive ser
Mrs. Maynard Dunham is visiting
and Mrs. Selwyn McGilvery and mons Sunday. In the morning at
her aunt in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Page are stay daughter June and Mrs. Harriett thc old church and ln the evening
ing with Warren Staples during the McGilvery of Auburn, Mr. and Mrs at the village church.
Eckart Colburn and son Neil oi
Miss Ruth Dondis who has been
absence of Mrs. Staples.
William Turner has moved his Rockland and Henry Marchand of the the guest of Miss Elda Lermond re
family into the John McOuflle house. Samoset with Mr. and Mrs. Gordon turns to Rockland today.
Smith and daughter Cynthia were reMrs. Carrie Nichols ls the guest
Mrs. Maynard Higgins is ill.
of her parents Mr. and Mrs. O. D
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stockbridge ) cent visitors at T. J. Carroll's.
Lermond
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pone and son
Fred nf New Jersey arrived Friday
for a visit with her sister Mrs. Elda
Ames, and other relatives.
Rytry Malllnckrodt and mother
left Mlotiday i*br New Ytork from
whence he will sail Wednesday for
Personal, Student and Monarch Size Stationery of excellent white
Europe. '
ripple or plain bond paper, printed on top center of paper and on
Mrs. B. A. Aycrigg and Miss
flap of envelopes. Copy for name and address on envelopes and
Marion Ferguson of New York have
paper must be exactly the same.
arrived In town for the summer.
Printed ln black or blue ink Not over three lines. Note size 6x7,
Miss Margaret Hannigan, of Knox
ideal for women's use; 200 single (or 100 double sheets) and 100
Hospital. Rockland, was guest Sun
envelopes to match $1.00. Student's size 5Hx8'4, ’50 sheets and 100
day of Mrs. Mary 8 Fclln and her
envelopes to match, $1.00.
mother Mrs. Sheppard.
Monarch size, a man's size for personal or business use, 150 sheets
Among those who came July 2 to
714x10% and 100 envelopes 3%x7% plain white bond paper only, $1.50
j attend the memorial service for
Raised letter printing on paper only, each size 60c extra.
Mrs. Robert Wheelwright were Mrs.
Write name and' address plainly, print if possible. Remit with
I Donald Dodge and Mr and Mrs.
order, please, either by check or money order. Postage 10c extra.
Griffin Gribbel of Rockport and
Parker Hooper of Camden.
Miss Alice Woodman of Wenham,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Mass., is visiting her parents Dr. and
Mrs Woodman.

By

\

J.

Distinctive Stationery

$

FOR MEN AND WOMEN

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

1

Prevention Is
Better Than Cure
Aa opiate will dull periodic

pain. But isn't it better to pre
vent the pain? Take Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Tablets three or
four days before the expected
discomfort and notice the dif
ference. If yours is a stubborn
case, you may need to take these
tablets regularly for a few
months. Persistent use brings
permanent relief. Clinical tests
prove it.
No narcotics. No dizziness.
No unpleasant after effects.
Just little chocolate coated tab
lets that bring resultt. New size
package—5 Op at all druggists.

UNION

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLEj

C. McMahon and little daughter j
Ruth visited Mrs. Eertha Bryant one
day last week.
Dwight Cummings has returned,
from Maynard, Mass.
j
Mrs Ina Bartlett of Searsmont has
I employment for the summer at Mrs
Angelo Howard's.
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Goss are visit
ing relatives at Southwest Harbor j
i and Bar Harbor thorough the mid- J
! week

J

■

2

4

1______________

8 ’

7
12

II

lb

17

5

b

9

IO

13

14

19

IB

iS

20

•r;

W
22

21

4

KW
24

13
I

W 27
25
2b
Friends of Mrs. Edith Bartlett I
Goodwin will be pleased to learn that I
1
2tt
t her husband ls now able to return to 1
_________
J his home at 371 Broadway Cam33
] 29 SO
w 3i
32
, bridge, Mass., after many weeks in
^>5
the hospital, although he Is jetsqulte ‘
34
3b i 37
38
ill.
Mrs. Fred Alden ls entertaining her i
42
39
41
MO
son Edw. and his family from New
w
SW
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S I York.
M3
M4
M5
Mb
47
•
; Ida Hughes writes it is very hot in
TABLETS
1 New York, but that she is having a
50
51
MB M9
| glorious time. Visited Coney Island
the Fourth.
52
r
53
Justin M. Ames has bought thc H.'
CUSHING
I E. Mank place here and will occupy I
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
Mr. and Mrs Otto Thomas ol ] It as soon as the latter vacates. Mr
1-Beseech
39- Help
10-Torn asunder
Braintree. Mass . are occupying the Mank has bought a pl>ce in Waldo
4-Knoek
40- Rod for beating
11-Farm animal i
boro near his wood working mill and
Rivers cottage at Davis Point.
7-A fruit (pl.)
time
15-Lace fabric
«
will
move
there
as
soon
as
necessary
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Rivers of
9-Evergreen tree
42- River in Scotland 17-Bind
11- Of age (Lat., abbr.) 43-Grand lodge (abbr.) 19—Slight
Brighton. Mass., have been at the D | repairs can be completed
12- A rodent
20-Ever (Poet.)
j
44- Feline
Mr. and Mrs Herbert Hawkins and
T. Rivers farm here, returning home
13- Crlmaon
45- The sheltered aide 22-Mixture of flour i
Mrs.
Hawkins'
mother
Mrs
Wall
were
last Friday.
14- lnto
and water
47- Half an em
Mr. and Mrs. Scwall Payson and recently visitors at John Howard's.
16-Perehed
24-Pertaining to boron
48- Boxea
18-Trlvial
50-Tardier
28- Mineral spring
Blanche Albertson spent last week
Mr. and Mrs Willard Payson and two
20- Evening (Poet.)
52- Raw metal
27-Full of moisture
children of West Roxbury were in end with her parents, Mr. and Mrs
21- Jump
29- Dipa out, aa water
53- Butt
town the past week and spent the Robert Albertson.
23- Precioua (tone
30- Terminate
Mr and Mrs. Albert Nye of Gardi
24- A vegetable
32- Youth
Fourth at G. I Young's. Willard
VERTICAL
33- Turklah official
25- Oceana
ner were recent callers at T. G. Mes
Payson returned after the holiday.
S4-Loiter
£7-Consumed by use
ser's.
Mrs F. I. Geyer is in poor health.
35- Dinea
1- Exirt
28- A school book
Norma Perry and Joice McEdwards
Misses Stella and Della Chase of
29- Greek letter
36- To sound a bell
2- Organ of hearing
31-Thin piece of baked 3-Grasp
38-Writing implement
Bremen are guests of Mr. and Mrs. are visiting their aunt Mrs. A. H. Tay
4- S tagger
40- Barren
clay
lor at Livermore Falls.
F L. Maloney.
5- Augment
34- Narrow thorough
41- Cloae by
A E Ames and Mrs. Eertha BryMr. and Mrs. Wallace Edgerton ol
6- Father (short)
44-A vehicle
fare
Waban, Mass, are at their summer, ant attended the funeral of Dr Clar16-A Greek letter ‘
35- Combining form.
7- High mountains
8- Male deer
Outside
49-ltalian river
ence Raymond Simmons at Oakland
home for an indefinite time
37-Military life
9-Crowd
51-Printer’e measure
Mrs. Jennie Soule of Wilton, N. H.. Wednesday of last week.
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
Mrs. Elizabeth Fosburgh, son Lewis Dr. and Mrs. Eugene U. Ufford. son
and Miss Ethel Browne of East West James Kitr sall and daughter Mrs.
NEW HARBOR
SOUTH WALDOBORO
J J. Gaffney and Mr. and Mrs. moreland New Hampshire, arrived Ruth Norris ar.d baby Nancy Oene ol
Mr and Mrs Harry Rodgers had
Charles Gray of Rockland spent the at Miss Browne's home Mon Auburndale, Mass, have been guests
day of last week. Mrs. Soule and for a few days of Mrs Lulle Ufford as guests Sunday. Mrs. Frank Alexan-'
weekend at the Gaffney home.
der and daughter and Mr and Mrs.
Miss Sue Search of Philadelphia ar Mrs. Fo'burgh returned Wednesday. and family.
Mrs. Donald McEdwards and chil Cron of Camden, Mrs. Howdlett
rived Saturday to spend thc summer Mi's Browne and nephew remaining
dren James, Donald. Foster and Nor ! and daughter. Mr. and Mrs. John I
with her folks at the McFarland cot for the remainder of the summer.
Mr.
and
Mrs
Willis
Vinal
of
War

ma. accompanied by Mrs. Orace Mc Alexander and Leonard Alexander of
tage.
The play "Henry's Wedding-' is to ren were at their cottage over the Edwards have been visiting Mrs. Lucy Dresden.
Mr and Mrs Harold Davis and
be presented July 11-12 at the Burt weekend and holiday, entertaining Perry at Cody's Station, N B , for two
weeks. They made the trip by auto daughter of Rockland were visitors
Casino. Th? proceeds are to be giv friends the Fourth.
The majority of the farmers have mobile through Houlton and Fred Sunday at Mr. and Mrs C F Jacken to the Methodist Church.
ericton, and returned home via St. I son's.
Harold Wotton has employment at started haying
»
A large company from Appleton John. N B and Calais. The entire
Long Cove. Mr Wotton has recently
Mr. and Mrs Edward Shuman ot '
completed a tennis court for the Long picnicked at Peck's Point the Fourth. trip covered 700 miles.
| Portland arc guests of Mr and Mrs.
WEST APPLETON
Mr. and Mrs Potter and friends ot
Cove Point Club Association.
i C. F Jackson.
Orange.
Conn.,
were
at
the
Peck
home
SPRUCE
HEAD
Robert Swan Townsend waf ln
Mrs. Minnie McPhail and son Rpy
Mr and Mrs. George Fowles spent
last week for a few days.
Portland Saturday.
of
New Jersey are guests of Mr. and Sunday of last week with Mr and
Donald Crutc has been assisting Mr and Mrs. Charles Murphy and
Little Jean Gilbert is ill frjm
son Charles of Cambridge, Maw are Mrs. Hamllr. Scofield.
Mrs. Bert Weymouth at South Mont
bronchial cold, Dr. Fuller is ill kt-, Harr>’ Yeung at haying.
Brainard Pitcher of Somcrvilte. ville.
at the home of Helen Meservey for
tendance.
Mass., is guest of Mr and Mrs. Leland
a week's vacation.
Mr and Mrs. Donald Fogg of Bath
Mrs. Mabel Duplisey has employ-' Ul.
IUNIOR PUZZLE
Winchenbach.
,,,,
Mr;.
Cassie
McLeod
called
on
Mrs
recently visited his mother Mrs Cora
ment for the summer at the Town
Charles Jackson has returned .40 Fogg.
DaniA Munro in Rockland Saturday.
send cottage.
Miss Katherine Aageson of New his home in Cleveland.
Mrs. Viola Poland of Loudvi$e is
Mr. and Mrs. George Davis of
Jersey is at her summer home here
Frank Woodlock and mother have
spending several days with 4 her
Searsmont were recent visitors at Mr.
which she r ecently bought from Mrs. arrived at their summer camp, Ferndaughter Mrs Samuel Morton and
and Mrs. J. S. Bryant's.
Blanche Waldron.
ledge.
I’q
family.
Flora Fogg has returned from Bath
Mrs. L. C. Elwell was a caller on
Dan Giroux of Waterville was
Miss Helen Gilbert and Norman
Mrs James Cavcn at Clark Islam guest at E. R. Burns' the Fourth. where she spent two weeks' vacation
Kelsey are taking part in the play
Friday.
Mrs. Giroux and children accom with her cousin Thelma Fogg.
"Breezin' Along,” which is to be giv
C. M Pert of South Montville was
en July 13-14 ln the Town hall at
Mr. and Mrs Winfield Hooper of panied him home.
Olenmere were visitors Sunday at
Bristol Mills.
Mr and Mrs. W. G. Wallace and dinner guest last week of Mr. and
Mr and Mrs William Scovll, son
Mr. and Mrs. E. V. Shea's.
Julian Berry were in North White- Mrs. J. S. Bryant's.
Samuel and daughter Harriet of New
Much sympathy ts extended to field Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Bartlett, son
Jersey are guests at the Munsey House
Mrs. Eben Elwell ln the loss of her
Donald Brackett of East Milton. Colby and Mrs Edith Bartlett recent
while having a new cottage built at
son Benjamin Knowles, who was Mass., and Bette Wing of Quincy were ly spent the day in Frankfort.
Salt Pond Park.
lost at sea July 4.
recent overnight guests of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Prescott spent
Courtland Brackett was In the har
Miss McKnight will hold a Bible Mrs. Leland Winchenbach
the Fourth with Mr. and Mrs. M.
bor recently with a trip of shad.
school for the children in the Seal
Mrs. Edna Wheeler of Brunswick is E Harriman.
Lloyd Hanna ls driving a new Ford
Harbor schoolhouse every Friday at guest of Mrs Nellie Wallace.
truck. Mr. Hanna is one of our new
2 o’clock, daylight. All children arc
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Kaufman ot
mall men.
cordially invited to attend.
New York arrived last Thursday at
Mr. and Mrs. L. E Bailey spent the
Mrs. Clifford Elwell has returned their summer home. Firefly Farm.
weekend in Belfast, guests of their
home after a visit with Mrs. Mil-----------------’»i
daughter Mrs. Jeanette Colby and
’edge Randall on Whit? Head. Miss
Pedestrian (to boy leading a skinny
family.
Thelma Freeman kept house for Mrs. mongrel pup)—"What kind of a dog
M F McFarland conveyed a truck
Elwell while she was away.
is that, my boy?"
load of furniture to Rockland Sunday
Miss Margaret Hall was supper
Boy—“This is a police dog."
for Mrs Charles Gray.
guest of Mrs. Charles Burke Satur
Pedestrian—' Tliat doesn't look like
day.
a police dog."
EAST UNION
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dvcr were din
Boy—"Nope, it's ln the secret serv
Mr. and Mrs Hollis Watts of Bos
ner guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. ice."—Washington Labor.
ton are expected soon to spend a
E. V. Shea.
BEAUTIFUL SIGHT
week with his parents Mr. and Mrs
“Oh, how beautiful!” exclaims
WHEN IN BOSTON —Vou can buy
H M. Watts.
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
There will be no more Saturday Bessie to Allen. “It is all white! home news, at the Old South News
And looks something like a boat, agency. Waehlngton St., next Old South
night dances in Pioneer Pavilion doesn’t it!” says Allen. Take a Church: alao at M Andelman'a. 28'
Tremont 8t.
until further notice.
pencil and j'oin all the numbered
Mr. and Mrs. H M. Watts and dot^'-igether, starting with (lot
George Merrill visited Mr. and Mrs. number one and ending with dot
Donald Tolman at West Rockpor^ number thirty-eight, if you want
to see the beautiful creature, too.
Sunday.
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lOOO ROOMS
but whaf rooms they are I
Cheerful, colorful, cozy, each with

b EXTRA KRSON

RADIO IN EVERY ROOM

' ' If Si

Llod•T,''

located hotel.

BOSTON, MASS.

’'•'a*
«i Beacon
Next to the
1 Houm

a
a day
day singlm
single ....
.... and
and $4-00
$4.uu
double foe this smart centrally

ROOMS
With BATH

HOTEL UELLEWE

Gt

THINK OF ITI Only $2JO

BOSTON

May We Suggest—

yOTlin

.
Io”''
o< 'Vt

private bath, shower, radio, circu
lating ice water and many other

not)*'

features you’ll be happy about.

IxMurtva Office
HOTEL MANOR
NORTH STATION, IOSTON

Just a few minutes’ walk to the theatre, financial,
and shopping center*.

Flaoca land — lacogalflon Cards
fer use by friends eed myself. Ne
obligation.

New Lower Rates

Nemo

Rooms without bath, *7.00 up; with bath, M.OO uf

SIMM -

Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
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51st STREET
AT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK

ROY MOUITON
Execuf/v* Vico-Pres, and Managing Drr.
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Every-Other-Day
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Rockland Courier-Gazetle, Tuesday, July I I, 1933
entrance was made through the
basement window, considerable force
being used to break a door ln the
back shop and a reinforced door
leading into the store. The total loss
has not yet been ascertained but a
number of wire cutters, knives, stillson wrenches and other small tools
were missed. A can of oil was also
taken, but apparently after oiling
their car they decided to leave the
can and lt was found later on the
steps of a nearby store.
The second break was at the First
National Store, located ln the next
block. There the firont door was
Jimmied and the lock broken. Sev
eral bags of flour, oil and cases of
foodstuffs were taken. At the resi
dence of Leland Hawkins on Com
mercial street the garage was en
tered and a car ransacked, the
thieves evidently hoping to find
money. Mr Hawkins is employed as
collector for an insurance company.

VINALHAVEN
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APPLETON

Should Men Use “Make-up?”
Frances Ingram Says Yes

Mrs. John Buzzell went to North
At the Ladles of the G A R. Friday
Death Lurks in Highway Dust Clouds
The glorious Fourth Is past and a I
Haven Saturday to remain over the
evening work was Inspected by De
I line rain seemed refreshing after the
weekend with Her husband who has
partment President Lillian Lincoln
(fireworks and calibration
employment there.
of Camden. Past Commander of
There were many visitors ln town
Eugene Bassett of Gary, Ind., who
Lafayette Carver Post W, 8. Vinal
'
over
the holiday. Among them were
was a weekend and holiday guest of
and Past Department Commander
Ralph Blakely left Wednesday for
Col. F. S. Philbrick of Rockland
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gusher. Mi
Ellsworth where he ls spending the
were present and their remarks were
Rosa Gushee and Miss Florence
summer. While here he enjoyed a
enjoyed, also the violin solos by Col
Gushee of Winthrop. Mass.; Mr. and
fishing trip, other members of the
Philbrick. The meeting was preced
Mrs. Luther Calderwood and children
party being H. B Bowes. Mr. Blake
ed by the usual 6 o'clock supper, the
Rosalie and Lee of Woronoco. Ma«s.;
ly and Herbert Butler of Boston. The
housekeepers, Mrs. E. C. Macintosh,
trip was made in the Barbie Joe
Richard Ames of I udlow. Miss Esther j
Mrs. Austin Calderwood and Mrs.
owned by Mr. Bowes.
Susan Hopkins. The president, Mrs.
Lindell und Miss Ada Lindcll 0!
Madam Isabel Vengerova, piano in
Ola Carver Ames, was recently ap
Springfield, and John Johnson ol'
structor at the Curtis Institute of
pointed department chaplain at the
North Adams, Mass.
.Music has arrived at the Wee Housie
convention in Bangor. While ln
Caids have bem received fioin Mr
Studio for the summer.
town Mrs Lincoln and Col. Phil
and Mrs Edward Ames (Bernice
John Erickson of Winterport was
brick were entertained by Mrs. Ola
Bfachyl who are on their honeymoon
guest last week of his grandmother
,Ames.
trip to thc Century of Progress Ex- j
Mrs. Matilda Erickson, who also en
Frank Mullen visited Rockland
hlbltlon ln Chicago, via Columbus, O ,
tertained over the Fourth her son-inSaturday.
tome of the bride and her mother. |
law Stanley Ireland and three Chil
Joan Blondell, France* Ingram, Beauty Consultant, (center)
The happy couple wire united ln mar-’
Mr. and Mrs. Frank White and
dren. Mr. Ireland returned Wednes
and James Cagney discus* "make-up” trends
rlage ln Portsmouth. N. H. May long
sons who have been guests of the
day but the children remained for a
Fine Things of Rockport
USTY highway* are dangtroua aa these two pictures testify. The
Pendletons at Rock cottage, re
life and happiness be theirs is the
longer visit.
upper photo shows a truck with grader operating on a gravel road
Hollywood. Cal.— (Special) It is men are as careful about their
As a past president of the Rock turned to Boston Saturday.
wish of many fritnds. Mrs. Ames
which never hae been treated with calcium chloride. Note the clouds
no longer “sissy” for a man to use ‘make-up’ as girls and women. In
Mrs. Oeorge Finn, son Oeorge ana
was formerly principal in the Wash
port High School Alumni Association
Miss Frances Macintosh enter
of duet In its wake. Its operator said th* truck had bean run into
Cosmetics and take beauty treat fact I think men are becoming
nephew Carson C. Applebee of AliMvoral time* kecauae driver* of automobile* could not see It through
ington High School.
ments, aecerding to Frances more beauty conscious all the time
tained Pine Cone Patrol of Girl
the duet screen.
ston, Mass., visited Mrs. Finn's mother I wish to express my pleasure ln the
Ingram, the beauty consultant, and that we’ll aee the day when the
Scouts
at
her
home
Wednesday
night.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Griffin,
Mr.
progress made by students who have
Below, * similar road treated with calcium chloride. The truck
who has arrived here, from New barber shop and beauty parlor will
Mrs. Nora Porter over the holiday.
and Mrs. Wallace Griffin and Mr. and
York Jo make a study of “make be merged into a new kind of a
shown i* operating at the tame speed at in the upper picture, yet
Neil Calderwood is in Denmark,
Mrs Marion Bassett, proprietor Of been graduated from the High School.
beauty service station catering to
there it not a trace of duet visible. '
up" trends.
Mrs. A hion Griffin with their families
where
he
ls
camp
councilor
and
has
Profile Inn. Abington, Mass., and As space is limited I cannot speak of
both sexes.”
" there arc styles and trends in
enjoyed
a
clam
bake
and
picnic
at
charge
of
the
music.
Miss Ingram is gathering ma
Mrs. William Rapp Cook of Thistlethc
art
of
‘
make-up
’
just
as
there
BurkettvlUe
played
Washington
and
all who have made a name for them
terial for her new radio program
WASHINGTON
Cushing the Fourth.
N. Cook Sholes was a Rockland
■re
in
clothes,
”
declares
the
beauty
croft have been visiting Mrs. Bassett's
"Hollywood
Through the Looking
the score was BurkettvlUe 5, Washingselves and the town. First I would visitor Saturday.
expert, "and 1 fame to Hollywood Glass," soon to go on the air as a
Mrs. Hazel Pirry and Mrs. Edna
mother Mrs. Jennie Hartford.
Clyde Sukeforth and Helen Miller ton 7
‘
0
get
my
rue
as
to
just
what
kind
feature of her beauty talks which
Griffin attended the boat races tn
Mr. and Mrs Clyde .Spear Mrs mention a member of m| own class.
Mrs. James Dickenson was weekend were callers Friday on Mr. and Mrs
of a face will be worn this autumn, have been popular with radio
It
was
voted
by
the
Associate
Rocklar.d.
Minnie Piper and Miss Mary Uaucett 1899. Dr. Frank Leroy Magune. now guest of Capt. and Mrs. John Small Percival Pierpont.
find here in Hollywood that listeners for several years.
Those from this place who attendmotored to Farmington last Tuesday, of Worcester, Mass., who brought in Camden.
There were two games of baseball Matrons at Temple hall, Rockland,
accompanying Miss Mildred OrafTam honors to hls college, while preparing
Palermo July 1 to hold the 31st annual field ed ,he funeral of Dr. Clarence RayMiss Sara Bunker spent the week July 4 at BurkettvlUe.
played BurkettvlUe and the winning day with box lynch picnic, Aug. 1. at mond Simmons ln Oakland were At- Ames from Appleton Mr. Simmons'of wondrous bloom, ah impressive
who will remain there for a six-weeks
end
with
friends
at
Spruce
Head.
for his profession; Huse Tibbetts, an
vah Ames and Bertha Bryant of was laid to rest In Pine Grove ceme- burial service and a farewell to one
ccurse at the Normal School.
Mr. and Mrs. Allard Sprague of team was to play Washington. Firs: Gler.cove Grange hall, afternoon and Union and Grace Brown and Mary tery beside hls mother, amid a mound of earth's noblemen.
athlete and teacher at Houlton,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles 8mall, re whose career began here when he was Brockton, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. game, Palermo 7, BurkettvlUe 18. So evening.
turning to Yarmouth from a honey captain of the basketball team which Benjamin Rines and son of Provi
moon trip to Canada, spent three days brought the Knox-IJncoln cup to dence, R. I., who have been guests
Copyrlihu 1983. A J. Ilvynolds Tobacco Compsny
recently with Mr. and Mrs Lloyd Rockport; Dr Howard A. Tribou, of Mrs. Marietta lyinslow left Friday
Rhodes, Beech street.
now a commander tn the U. S. Navy; for their homes.
The Pentecostal Church held a bap and among more recent graduates,
Capt. Lawrence Ames arrived Fri
tism at Granite Pier July 4, which toils and Delmont Ballard, daughter
day from Boston for a few days' visit
was witnessed by a large company and son of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. with his family.
The candidates were three sitters. At
' Ballard.
Gilbert Auld and family, who have
fhe close all Joined in singing “I'm
Doris was graduated last month been guests of Mrs. Auld's mother,
Going Through." The afternben ' from University of Maine and DclMrs. J. S. Black went Saturday to
service was held at the Mission, Elder
| mont will ln September enter upon Tenant's Harbor.
QctcheU from Carmon being the
his senior year there. During their
Mrs. Sarah Donahue, daughter
speaker. The evening service was
college career they have been very Anne Donahue and grandchildren
especially well attended with many
popular and attained high honors, as Salyy and Thomas Mahon, of Boston,
people present Irom out of town.
In their high school course. At the arc in town for the summer vaca
Elder Hughes from Keantbuiu, now
carnival in 1927 Doris by popular tion.
pastor at Appleton, dellvtiidthe mesvote was crowned "Miss Rockport."
Mrs. Elmer Simmers was hostess to
rege.
At college, success still followed her. the Noneaters Friday at a picnic on
Rev. ar.d Mrs. O. F. Currier and She was selected because of scholar
children Charles and Thedessa Weed ship to teach a class ln freshman Smith's Point.
Mrs. Aura Roberts, daughter Mrs.
have returned from a tour-day trip
English this year. This was deter
Arthur Mills and granddaughter
during which they called on relatives
mined by a test given to 15 of thc
Patricia Maddocks, returned Satur
and friends in Brewer. Dever, Guilhighest ranking English majors in
day from North Weymouth, Mass.
ferd and Corinna.
the Junior class last' spring. She
The Brown Moving Picture hall
Mr. and Mrs. Lcuis Brooks of New was president of Colvin Hall, mem
Bedford. Mass. Mr. and Mrs. Leon ber of the Woman's student govern opened Saturday night with a crowd
Watts and Ruth Watts of Worcester ment council; member of Y W.C.A. ed house at both shows. Thc picand Mrs. Minnie Watts of Camden t cabinet and deputation chairman of tudr. “The Big Broadcast"
Mrs. Mertie Carver returned Thurs
were recent callers on Mr. and Mrs. that organization; corresponding
day from Clark Lsland.
Leslie Watts.
cecretary of Chi Omega Society, and
Miss Abbie Brown of Camden arMrs. Bernice Harriman and young has been elected to teach English at
daughter of Stockton Springs were Rockport High the coming year I rived here Saturday and ls the guest
guests Fridav of Mrs. Edwin Storms. Delmont, graduated 1929, was award of her sister Mrs Ernest Arey.
Mrs. Rebecca Arey was hostess to i
The C. N. Club met this week at ed a scholarship fund for general
the Butterflies Saturday night.
the home of Mrs. Earl C. Dow with ; character; president of Delta Tau
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Burns of Bos
all members present. Jig saw puz Delta fraternity, and will represent
ton
were weekend guests of his par
zles was a feature of the evening's hls chapter in the National conven
ents
Capt. and Mrs. William Burns.
entertainment
tion at Chicago in August; member
Miss Bessie Middleton is home
Miss Winnifred Andrews of Bos of the University band, Junior varsity
from Willington, Mass., and will
ton who is spending the summer in football squad, and during the last
town was a visitor Wednesday at school year has served as attendance spend a few weeks' vacation with her
parents Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Middle• ABOVE-THERE IS NOTHII T LIKE FENCING for bringing out
Mrs. Celora Morrill’s.
clerk in the registrar's office. These ton.
the condition of a man’s nervea. Tht quick reflexes and perfect coordina
Miss Helen Crockett has returned two young people have given to town
Mrs. Carrie Paige of Washington.
tion of healthy nerves helped George Santelli, former Olympic fencer,
to her duties at Green Gables. Cam and church their best ln youth and
D. C., is passing a vacation of sev
win the Open Saber Championship of the United States.
den, after an extended vacation.
we wish them Godspeed.
eral weeks in town. Her daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Ingraham
•
Our good old town of Rockpcrt Miss Flora Paige is expected soon.
entertained at cards Thursday eve has many other things of which it
• LEFT— GEORGE SANTELLI, who says: "I can enjoy as many Camels
Mr. Hutchinson is ill with pneu
ning at their home in Rockland in may well feel proud; Ships have sailed
as I want and still know that my nerves are fit.”
monia at the home of his son Capt.
honor of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert 8. to all parts of the world; its lime
Joseph Hutchinson
Ingraham of Newburyport, Mass., has been considered of best quality;
Mrs. E H. Bradstreet will entertain
who are vacationing in town. Other its ice was shipped to many parts of
thc Star Club Wednesday night.
guests from Rockport were Mr. and our country; the natural scenery is
July 4. Camp Merrie Macs, at
Mrs. Maynard Ingraham, Mr. and
unsurpassed and the summer colony Shore Acres was the scene of a Jolly
Mrs. Louis Cash and Mrs. Effie
is nationally known. Among the party gathered in honor of the birth
Vcazie.
societies, organizations, etc., are five day anniversary of Austin Calder
Mrs. Ella Wentworth of Sears churches—Methodist, three Baptist, wood. The dinner included an artis
mont is guest this week of Mrs. O. one in town, one at Rockville and one tically decorated birthday cake with
P. Jackson.
at West Rockport and the Pentecos the appropriate number of candles
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Merrill of tal; Masonic Lodge and Eastern Star made by Mr. Calderwood's daughter
Augusta wet? Sunday callers on Mr. Chapter, with their own beautiful Miss Carolyn. He was presented with
and Mrs. A. T. Carroll.
hall; F. A. Norwood W.R.C. with its several gifts accompanied by original
Mr. and Mrs. Frank T. Marshall own hall; two grange halls, one at rhymes which caused much merri
of Port Clyde and Mr. and Mrs. Cttf- West Rockport and one at Olencove; ment. In the company were: Mr.
ton Marshall of Rockland were visit
a well organized fire department; a and Mrs. E. C. Macintosh, Frances
ors Sunday at Mrs. Goldie Watts',
High School band that carried off Macintosh, Andrew Gilchrist, Mr.
The Nitsumsosum Club and their
first honors ln Its class and a Farm and Mrs. Austin Calderwood. daugh
husbands were entertained Mondaj
Bureau. All these, together with its ter Carolyn and son Kenneth.
evening at bridge at the home of
loyal citizens, are working for thc
Mr. and Mrs. Bert McIntyre in War
betterment and continued prosperity
Heads Citrus Growers
ren.
of the town.
Emma L. Torrey,
“A man can’t fence his best unless his nervea
Friends of Mrs. Ernest Thomp
Past Pres. R. H. S. Alumni. Asso.
son will be pleased to learn that She
are healthy,” says George Santelli. ‘‘Fencing
will for a time, at least, retain the
is one of the fastest sports there is—you’ve got
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
managership of the former G. W
to keep your reflexes and nerves in perfect con
STEAMBOAT CO.
Achorn Dry Goods Store in Camden
dition.
As a coach, I have fencing appointments
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
which has recently changed hands.
JUNE 20 TO SEPTEMBER IS
from
seven-thirty
in the morning until ten or
Miss Louise Morong has returned
Eastern Standard Time
eleven
at
night.
I
can enjoy as many Camels
from a visit with Mrs. R. B. Edgerlv
DAILY. BUNDAYS EXCEPTED
as I want and still know that my nerves are
Vinalhaven Line
at Dover-Foxcroft.
Miss Ruby Thorndike who has
Steamer leaves Rockland dally except
ready and fit when fast action is needed.”
at 6 00 A. M and "2 00 P M.
b’en at |the homt> of Chester I,. 8unday
DUG
Arriving at Vinalhaven at 7.20 A M. and
Pascal for several months, ls now at 3.20 P. M. Returning steamer leaves
Camels, with their costlier tobaccos, give a
Vinalhaven at 8 30 A. M and 4,30 P M
Tenant's Harbor to open her home Arriving at Rockland 9.50 A. M. and
pleasure that never fades. Steady smokers find
5.50 P. M
for thc summer.
Stonington and Swan’s Island Line
them always mild... cool... pleasing. They do
Steamer
leaves
Swan's
Island
dally
ex

Hans Heistad will entertain the
cept Sunday at 6.00 A. M. Stonington
not
fray the nerves or leave a “cigaretty”
members of the Rockland Garden 6 55. North Haven 7.50; due to arrive at
Rockland
nbout
9.00
A
M.
Returnng.
aftertaste.
Start smoking Camels today—for
Club at hie home this Tuesday after
leaves Rockland *2.00 P M. North Haven
the new enjoyment you will find in a milder
noon.
3 00. Stonington 4 00; due to arrive at
Island about 5 00 P.M.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Easton and Swan's
cigarette - for the sake of your nerves.
•On arrival of afternoon train from
daughter Vera spent Sunday at Boston.
B. H. 8TINSON
Bucksport guests of Mr. and Mrs.
General Agent.
Gerald Wllllns.
• • • •
John 8. Taylor, former etote e*n»
Burglaries Are Reported
tor and vatoran orange grower,
Gilchrest
has been elected to th* presi
Discoveries Sunday morning re
Monumental Works who
dency ot tho Florida Cltru*' Exvealed the fact that thieves had been
Main Street
- change, cooperative organization
Thomaston, Maine
busy during the night and three
ot eltrue producer*. The election
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
places ln town had been entered. At
put* him at th* head ot en* ol tho
Telephone Conneotion
the Rockport Hurdware Co. store
stats'* moet important Industries.
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IT TAKES

HEALTHY NERVES

MWbRampion
■Kita

FENCER!

STEADY SMOKERS
TURN TO CAMELS

NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES
NEVER TIRE YOUR TASTE

Every-Other-Day
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Page Sil
w? of today are recovering for our- ' Knox Hospital where she has had a
selves. "Shepherd, Guide Me” by minor operation. Miss Barry la do
There will be a meeting of the Holton was the anthem. The min- ing well and is expected home Within
Thomaston Board of Trade Wed- ister and congregation alike value a few days. After recovering she will
nesday evening at 7.30 in the select-: the continued loyal service of the return to New London, Conn.
men’s rooms. This is the regular I choir during the summer months,
Miss Myrtle Wolf is working for the |
annual meeting and a good attend- and the unfailing thoughtfulness of Sccuilty liust Co., Rockland.
Mrs. Henry P. Starrett is having a j
ance is desired.
the Cower committee. The evening
The funeral of Miss Agnes Milltr sermon was on "The Sustenance of new house built in Chevy Chase, Md.,'
will be held this Tuesday afternoon ithe Soul,’ based on the answer of where she \vi 1 make her permanent
home.
at 2, at the home of her brother desus t0 lhe flrst temptation.
Mr and Mrs. Orett Robinson and
Samuel Miller, Brooklyn Heights.
Miss Nanina Comstock and niece
Mrs. Charles Singer has returned E'-aine Risteen left Monday for Man- daughter Lois are occupying their
from a visit to her sister Miss Ma- Chester, Mass, where they will visit house at Mill River. Mr. Robinson is
painting the Lee Morse house at the
belle Brown in Portsmouth.
*hh friends.
Miss Pauline McLain left for K?zar
The Federated Church school will Meadows.
Miss Lois Hallowell of Brockton,1
Falls Sunday for a visit with her
Wednesday all day at South
Mass
. who is visiting ln Rockland,
aunt Miss Edith Gilmore.
Pond’ starlln« fronl the CongtegaMrs Wallace of Union who has tional Church at 10 o’clock. Should was in town Sunday.
Mrs. Milner and daughter Mrs. '
been visiting her niece Mrs. Mabel Wednesday be stormy, the same
Achorn.-has gone to Waldoboro for Plans
* carried out the next William Kingston and family returned ■
to Salem Saturday after spending the '
a visit
pleasant day.
Mrs. Caroline < Morse) Thomas of
A family 8atherin« took place at week at the Harris Shaw cottage at
Bcston ment the weekend with Mrs the homc ot Mr and Mrs Arthur Glenmere.
Mrs. Hattie Allen and daughters '
Angie Morse enroute to Port Clyde Mcssman the Fourth, and a Jolly
where she will spend a vacation ofItimc aas en^’ed b>' a11 EsPeclalIy Misses Lucy and Ina Alien spent
two weeks.
11 seemed B°od to taste of "Ma’s" Monday in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred C. Green ot I
Mrs. Lillian Hatch Ls visiting her home cooking again. Those present
Watertown,
Mass., and Mrs. Elizabeth
daughter-in-law in the home of Mr. were: Mr. and Mrs. Arthur MossGalley
of
Boston
who spent the week- |
and Mrs. John Hewett.
man. Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Dinsmore
Fred Condon and’ family have J °t Portland. Mr. and Mrs. Bernard end with Fred Redman, have gone to j
moved from Brooklyn Heights toWil- Clukey and little son Richard ot Surry for a week.
The Pentecostal Church received i
liam Hoffses' farm. Fairlee, in North Dexter, Mr. and Mrs Flofd Barnes
nine
persons Into their fellowship j
Cushing.
1 and daughter Shirley of St. George.
Mr. and Mrs. Elliot Feyler of Som- ' Misses Madeline, Ruth, Edith and Sunday by baptism.
The correspondent visited the high 1
erville. Mass, are spending this week Doris Mossman and Mrs. Georgia
school building Monday and found:
with his father Eben Feyler, North , Wall.
The Pythian Sisters' Circle will meet the Janitor busily engaged cleaning
street.
Funeral services for Frank A Bev- »’ith Mrs. Susie Newbert Friday after house. The changes made necessary ,
by the increase in some of the classes
erage who died in Ma.den. Mass.. noon and evening, with picnic supper.
have been completed. The commer
Friday, wll^ be held in the Congre Take dishes, and if not solicited take
cial department will occupy the rear
sweets.
gational Church Tuesday at 3.30
The Baptist Ladies' Circle meets of the assembly hall and the eighth [
o’clock.
grade wiU have the room vacated by j
Dunn & Elliot Co. have a barge Wednesday afternoon at 2. with sup
the commercial department. The
per
at
6
o'clock
and
free
program
in
ready to leave Philadelphia with
fourth and fifth grades will exchange i
15C0 tons of coal. Suggestive of cold the evening: Aunt Jerusha’s Album.
rooms. This change is made neces- j
James
Frew
vocal
soloist,
Miss
Hazel
weather later.
sary by the increase of the fourth ]
Harrison
violin,
Miss
Marian
Star

Miss Irene Young was leading so
grade to 41 members.
prano at the Baptist Church Sun rett piano, Mrs Amy Tripp accom
The summer sale of <he Guild ot
panist.
day morning, supplying the place of
St.
John Baptist will be held tomor- i
Miss Jane Barry is expecting to re
Mrs. Giace Strout who was ill at her
row on the church lawn if the weather I
main
at
home
for
the
summer.
home. Miss Hazel Harrison was
Miss Belle Coates has returned from is suitable, otherwise in the parish
violinist a*, the same serv.ee.
hall, commencing at 1 p m.
Tuesday baseball, Waldoboro vs. a visit to relatives in Friendship.
The Oarden Club will meet Thurs
Miss
Gertrude
Lord
of
Wellesley.
Thomaston at Rockland.
day
afternoon at 3 with Mrs. L. B
Fort Williams was the mecca for ( Mass, is visiting Mrs. Harry Moody,
GiUchrtst.
Mrs. W. O. Fuller of
a number of Thomaston people Sun- ’ High street.
day. Among them were Edgar j Miss Doris Caven of Clark Island is Rockland will speak on the Interna
tional Flower Show last winter at
Crawford, Mrs. Lilia Ames. Mr. and, the guest of Miss Marian Felt.
Mrs. Edgar Ames. Levi Clark, Mrs., Miss Ruth Averill returned to New- Miami, and Mr. Heistad of Rockport
Chester Slader, Mrs. Harry Slader. i York city Sunday night by train, after will answer questions.
Mrs. Charles Knights Mrs. Warren . pending a vacation with her parents
WARREN
Knights, Mrs. Weston Young. Mrs. Mr and Mrs. Percy Averill.
The fair and sale of the Ladies’ Aid
Cora Currier Mrs. Chester Vose, Mr.
Guests of Mrs. Charles Wellington
and Mrs. Charles Smith. Inciden- of the Methodist Church will be held
are Mrs. Charles Puffer of Arling
tally they met Capt. F. O Hilt of the July 19.
Portland Heal Light Station.
I Mrs. Ruth Creighton and son Mai- ton, Mass., Mrs. Charles Tancred and
Mrs. James Felt and daughter, colm will arrive home from Boston Miss Betty Mack of Brookline, and
Mrs. E. W. Hayes of Somerville.
Marian visited Mrs. Felt's sister MLss ’ today
Ehzab.’th Monaghan at Clark Island
The directors of the Knox MeMr. and Mrs. William Stickney and
Sunday.
1 mortal Association held a meeting son of Framingham. Mass, are
Walter Hastings and family and Monday afternoon.
Gen. Knox's spending a vacation of two weeks
guest Edward Catland of Lynn, birthday will be observed, with Gov. with Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Stickney.
Ralph Gillis and E’.onia Woodcock, Brann as the principal speaker,
Mr and Mrs Earl Storer and fam
motored to South China and Albion Other speakers will be on the program ily who have been visiting Mr. and
Sunday, the return being made by and band music will be provided, Mrs. J. W. Tracey at Mt. Desert re
way of Belfast. The whole trip was Visitors will be Admitted to Mont- turned home last Thursday.
much enjoyed. •
! l«-ier for 25 cents each. The at tend Commencing Friday evening, pub
Mrs. Arvid S Jorgen and daugh- anos at the memorial this year ls
lic card parties will be held at the
tsr Miriam, Miss Bertha Salo and satisfactory.
Town hall to benefit the tonsil, ade
Miss Anna Dillingham and George
Miss Elsie Ruhela of New York city
noid and dental clinics. Playing will
are guests of Drz and Mrs. J .N. Dillingham have arrived at their
begin at 7.30 and continue until
summer home.
Corner for the summer.
10 30. daylight. Both auction and
Mrs. Grace Piper of MedfoTd. Mass..
Mrs. Ada Comstock left Monday
contract bridge will be played.
afternoon fer Wiscasset, where she is guest of her sister Mrs. Clifford
Miss Kathryn Starrett is visiting
will be for an indefinite time in the Clark,
home of Harry Bailey, whose wife, a
Mr and Mrs Ralph Oxton and Mrs. Louis Sawyer at Camden.
The Congregational Ladies' Circle
niece of Mrs. Cornstook, died last Miss Mary Nichols of Winthrop.
Mass., made a short visit recently to will serve the regular supper Thurs
week.
At Sunday morning worship at the Mrs. Edward Oxton who ls spending day, the committee comprising Mrs.
Abbie -Newbert, Mrs. Grace Camp
Federated Church the theme of the the summer here.
Mrs. Carol Libby of Ellsworth was bell, Mrs. Janet Robinson, Mrs.
sermon was "New and Old Religion:"
some new discoveries in the realm of at her former home here recently. Phoebe Harmon, Mrs. Florence Gar
Miss Maxine Barry, R. N., is at diner and Mrs. Edna Moore
truth proving to be old truths which

THOMASTON

BIG SAVINGS

LINDBERGH’S DIARY
OSAGE TRIBE, ONCE
1 RICH, NOW BROKE
IS NOW ON DISPLAY
Made Poor as Headrights
on Oil Dwindle.

Becomes Part of Exhibit in
St. Louis Museum.

Oklahoma City.—Lo, the poor red
skin—and in tills case the Osage,
who until recently belonged to the
"richest people in the world per
capita wealth” — Is broke. His
last quarterly head-right payment
amounted to $102, a few dollars
more than the largest quarterly pay
ment ever received before oil was
developed ln the timbered Osage
hills of northwestern Oklahoma, but
a considerable number ot dollars
less than the thousands that were
common before 1930 and the depres
sion.
And being broke Is hard on Lo
and his people. Before he had
tasted the savor of wealth; before
he knew the fullness of rich foods
and fine clothing, he was content to
live in his modish hut on the scanty
cash Income, something like $100 a
year, provided by the government.
Never having known the Jingle of
gold In his pockets, he did not miss
the music, says the New York Her
ald Tribune.
Then came oil, as the motion pic
ture subtitles put it Came the big
producers who put deep holes In the
earth and by some magic Lo never
understood bnt did not care about
anyway, sucked from the ground a
thick black liquid that resulted In
checks for millions of dollars for
the Osage tribe.
Lsarntd to Spend Big Checks.
The red man soon learned to spend
the fat checks he received each quar
ter year.
Big cars, big houses, and big meats
cost cash. The Osage found the old
maxim, “easy come, easy go,” only
too true. In the last three decades
Osages on the pay rolls—those born
before July 1, 1907, (after which
the "books” were closed and tardy
comers known as “too lates")—have
received millions ln bonuses and for
oil and gas royalties. A few were
wise and Invested their payments.
The government was discreet and
held back some of the money from
those who wanted It all and at once.
But for the most part the red men,
like .many of their white brothers
who also find that easy comes, easy
goes, spent their checks as soon as,
If not before, they received them.
Tribe Hat Been Up and Down.
Today, with few exceptions, Lo is
broke.
The history of the Osage nation
has been a checkerboard of ups and
downs. First poor, with only the
rock soli of the present Osage res
ervation In northeastern Oklahoma
as their Inheritance, the tribe was
catapulted to sudden and fabulous
wealth by the discovery of oil on
their lands and its subsequent de
velopment
•
With so much money pouring Into
the pockets of tribal members, it ls
no wonder that “grafting” white
men found the nation a fertile fleld
for their endeavors. The Jail at
Pawhuska, capital of the Osages.
was, and still ls, filled with whites
who ln one manner or another tried
to fleece rich Osages of their birth
rights, Perhaps with the disappear
ance of his huge headright payments
the Osages will at least find peace
from false friends.

St. Louis, .Mo.—To the hundreds
of valuable and Interesting relics
now contained in the Lindbergh ex
hibition at Jefferson memorial here
has been added Col. Charles A.
Lindbergh's own hnndwriting log of
tils air adventures beginning with
the flrst air venture In 1922, nnd
earlier notes of his career.
1 The reticent nature of the fafmous flyer is shown In the nbi brevlated notes, some of them being
so short ns to require special eluci
dation. For Instance, where the
Initial “A" occurs along with a nota
tion, it means that Anne Morrow,
now Mrs. Lindbergh, accompanied
him.
The record, which was placed on
exhibition on the sixth anniversary
of Lindbergh's epochal Hight to
Paris, goes back beyond his flrst
ride ln an airplane, l-age after
page, covered with the mimes of cit
ies visited by motor cycle or auto
mobile, attest the wanderlust which
claimed him early. Occasionally a
leg of the Journey ls sketched ln a
rudimentary map.
Barnstorming Flights.
Topping a six inch stuck of tiny
loose leaf pages is the log, printed
in the aviator's painstaking hand,
of his first training flights ut Lin
coln, Neb., and bis 1922 barnstorm
ing flights as a wing walker and
parachute Jumper. In that year, tlie
log shows he made 200 (lights and
10 parachute jumps. Numerous
other Incidents relating to flying
troubles and hazardous Jumps are
recorded.
The Spirit of St. Louis, in which
Lindbergh's flight from New York
to Paris was made, had its own log
all to itself, beginning with the first
test at San Diego on April 28, 1927.
The record shows lt had flown 27
hours and 25 minutes before the
flight to Paris. The trans-Atlantic
flight takes up only two lines of the
log; “May 20, 1927, and May 21,
1927. New York to Paris 33 hours
30 minutes”
Every step ln preparation and ex
ecution of the famous flight Is re
vealed ln the notebook. When he
arrived ln.Paris It seems he want
ed to remember Just these things:
"Arrange for care of plane. Arrange
for guard. Cables Arrange for
clothes Arrange for quarters," And
then, as an afterthought, “Postcards
-U. S.”
Havana to St. Louis
His greatest flight. In the opinion
of aviators, was that from Havana
to St. Louis, made ln what meteoriologists called the worst day lie
could have chosen in several months
—February 13, 1928. He made It In
15 hours and 35 minutes
On the following day he greeted
60,000 school children assembled on
I 'the St, Louis levee nnd the log
records, "Flew three hours over St.
Louis" In those three hours per
haps he was saying farewell to his
faithful partner In the unbeatable
combination, "We.” for the ship two
1 months later—April 30—to be ex, act, was flown from Lambert field
ln St. Louis to Washington where It
was placed on permanent exhibition
at the Smithsonian institution.

Newtpaper Reading Is
Good Te«t of Eyesight

Organ Building Still
Job for Expert Worker

Kansas City. Mo.—Newspaper read
ing ls excellent exercise for the
eyes, Harry L. Fung of Los Angeles
told the Missouri Optometric asso
ciation at Its annual convention
here. Newspapers, Foug added, also
provide for an individual to test his
own eyes. Hold the paper in a
good light, he said, about 16 inches
! froin the eyes. If you can read it
taslly yonr eyes are all right.
To make the test still more con
clusive, move the paper quickly to
about nine Inches from the eyes. If
you still can read it, there's abso
lutely nothing wrong with your
vision.

Cleveland.—Few persons who listen
to pipe organs realize the vast
amount of hard labor required to
construct the Intricate mechanism,
i Tlie manufacture of organs Is one'
of the few Industries which has not
succumbed to the machine age.
Highly skilled workmen are re
quired to produce the instruments.
I Example of the care which Is
taken with each organ is shown In
the fact that the Votteler-IIoltkamp-Sparling company here has
.turned out only slightly more than
:l,500 organs in 78 years of exist
ence.
' Organ manufacture ls a long, slow
iproeess, curing which each of the
imore than 3,000 pipes, ranging In
jlength from % Inch to 64 feet and
In diameter from H of nn inch to
3 feet, must be tested for tonal qual
ities.
j Then there is the matter of fit
ting together the thousands of pieces
Which go to make up the console,
which operates the pipes.
Practically the only change in or
gan manufacture In tlie Inst 5OO
years has been the application of
electricity to the mechanism.

Cowpuncher’c Medal Is
Found After 14 Years

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.
GROCERY DEPARTMENT SPECIALS WEEK OF JULY 10-15
LARGE PACKAGE

PURE—full pint bottle

RINSO

GRAPE JUICE

MACARONI
SPAGHETTI

TALI, CANS—CALIFORNIA

5c

POUND OII PACKAGE

FINE CUT

BAKED BEANS
NEW PACK

Q

WAX BEANS

3cans FINE PEAS

GREEN BEANS

25c

LARGE CANS

SPINACH,

GOLDEN BANTAM

lb 33c

PUKE IMPORTED

10c
10c
15c

PINEAPPLE CANS 25c
Broken Slices, No, 2 Cans

FRESH FIGS,

OLIVE OIL, 4 oz 15c
CALIF. BARTLETT

2 cans

CORN

FINEST GRANGE PEKOE

15c TEA

can

10c

10c

ALL GOOD 8 OZ. CANS
OUR FAMOUS BOSTON LIGHT

PEARS, 8 oz can 7c COFFEE,
SEALECT EVAPORATED

MILK large cans; 3 cans

« —

17c

;
j
j
J

Littlefield, Texas.—Sixteen years
ago Pat Boone, son of a pioneer
southwestern rancher, won a medal
for fleetness of foot In a New Mexi
can h'gh school meet Fourteen
years ago Boone, then a cowboy
employed at a dipping vat corral at
Kenna, N. M., lost the medal. He
offered $25 reward to no avail.
Recently Boone, now a city commissioner here, recovered the longlost emblem. It bore the scars in
flicted by many tramping bovine
hoofs, but so far as Boone ls con
cerned they enhance the medal's
value.

100,000 Canadians Have
Found Jobs Since Jan. 1
Ottawa, Ont.—As always has
been the case in the ups and downs
of North American ecor. .tiles, Can
ada Is following the flpward pros
perity curve of the United States.
While the Dominion’s Improvement
has not been phenomenal to the
extent of that of the neighboring
republic, a hundred thousand more
Canadians have found Jobs since
the commencement of the year.
Freight movements are greater,
and bank deposits at the end of
April were up $40,000,000 over the
total for March 31.

Mercury Bearing Ore Is
Found Near El Paso
I

El Paso, Texas.—Jim Sutton, El
Paso prospector, returned here
from Mount Franklin, nearby, with
samples from what he says are
large deposits of cinnabar, the ore
from which mercury Is obtained.
Sutton believes the deposits are
worth a fortune. A firm of El Paso
realtors, owners of the land upon
which the prospector said he made
his strike, will assay the ore and
develop the property if Inspection
warrants.
Uiea Natural Whittle

Boston. — George L. Hundlln Is
lone Boston traffic officer who
[ doesn't use his tin whistle. Ini stead, he depends on his natural
i ability as a whistler. His whistle
Is fumous among Bostonians.

LARGE BOTTLE

lb 19c CHERRIES, 5 oz 9c
.... . ....... ...

re

- sa

PEANUT BUTTER, full 1 lb 10c

Turn That Vacant Room
Into Cash With a
“To Rent” Advertisement
in The Courier-Gazette
Telephone 770

LINCOLNVILLE
Tranquility Grange is having its
annual vacation. The next meeting
will be held Aug. 5.
William McIntire of Macadam, N.
B., is visiting his brother John MacIntire and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Bosworth of
Springfield, Mass , are visiting rela
tives in town.
Mrs. Emma Miller and sister Mrs
Ada Morton have returned from a
visit to Mrs. Grace (Miller) Phelps
in Ellsworth.
Mr. and Mrs. Ned Trainer returned
last week from a trip to Boston.
The popular dandfes at Breezmere
are having a large attendance each
Wednesday and Saturday evening.
Music by Brown's popular sevenpiece orchestra.
•
Fred Maker has returned from
Waldo County Hospital where he has
been having treatment with his foot
which was severely cut two weeks
ago.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Pottle, Carle’K.
Mathews and Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
Eosworth motored to Bangor and
Ccrinna Sunday.
V A. Woodbridge and grandson
Vesper Ordway passed the Fouth
with relatives and friends in town.
Farmers are busy in this section
getting their hay and report a light
crop.

FOR SALE

Advertisements In this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once tor 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines flve cents each for one time,
22 FT. SLOOP boat for sale. Can be
10 cents for three times. Six words seen at Mill River. Apply 11 MAIN ST.
make a line.
Thomaston.
81-83

LOST AND FOUND
BLACK Shala Bag lost July 1 between
Brunswick Hotel and Oak Grove Cabins.
Return to ROCKLAND POLICE STA
TION.
82*84
REVERSIBLE cape, brown and tan.
lost Saturday night between South
Main St and Perry's Market. MRS. C.
R McAULEY. JR. 42 Fulton St.
82-lt

WANTED

♦

ROOMERS wanted, with or without
board, ln private family
MRS E C.
ORANT. 184 South Main St. Tel 526-M
___________________________________ 80-tf
BICYCLE wanted. Must be ln good
condition, at a reasonable price. RALPH
RAWLEY 120 Llmerock St
82*tf

GIRL'S full size bicycle, good condidltlon wanted, also clothes wringer,
both must be cheap. HALL. 50 Mechanic
SL________________________________ 82*84
PROBATE WORK wanted.
Eleven
years’ experience In Probate Office.
EDNA M PAYSON. 81 Grace St. Tel
163-M._____________________________ 81-tf

&EW de luxe sedan, and second-hand
Bulck ln good shape. Come and see.
71 TILLSON AVE
78*83
STANDING
HAY. one-horse
farm
wagon, one
grocery wagon for sale.
VINAL WALLACE. Cushing P O War
ren. R. 2.
81-83
FOR SALE — Broilers and Roasting
Chickens. Fancy crate fatted, alive or
dressed, wholesale and retail. STOVER
FEED MO. CO.. on track at 86 Park St.,
Rockland. Just below Armour's. Tel.
1200.
82-84
I HAVE a litter of the finest fox ter
rier and black cocker spaniel pups I
havc ever raised. Come and see them or
Tel. DR SHERMAN. Rockland 598-W
82-84
EIOHT COWS for sale, new milch and
springers, three registered Ayrshlres. one
Guernsey All good young cows. MURDICK CRAMER, Washington. Me 81-83
TEN ROOM house for sale. «t 28 Wlnter St. Electric lights, flush toilet and
garage. Must be sold at once at very
reasonable price. Inquire 28 WINTER
ST . City.
81*83
WHEN you are planning to sell your
chickens and fowl, call PETER EDWARDS. Tel 806-J . Rockland
78-tf
CLARION COAL or wood range for
sale, complete with full brass water
coll.
In
good
condition.
Inquire
FRANK BAILEY. Central Maine Power
Co . Rockland. Me
82*84
DON'T BUY a used car until you see
some of the following bargains: 1931
Ford sport coupe, like new. only 3.500
miles; 1929 Chevrolet coach; 1928 Chev
rolet sedan; 1932 Ford V-8 coach; 1930Whippet sedan; 1928 Erskine sedan; I S31
Chevrolet
cabriolet;
1929
Chevrolet
toupe; also new Chevrolet and Plymouth
tars
FREDERICK U WALTZ
Tet
392-M Knights Oarage. Park St
81-83
FITTED hard wood and Junks, pef
cord $8. fitted soft wood. $6. T. J. CARROLL TeL 263-21.
78-tf

NURSE
ATTENDANT.
seamstress,
housekeeper desires care of Invalid or
aged person References. Also position
as children's nurse wanted. 270 PARK
ST , City__________________________81*83
I WANT to buy (I am an American i a
farm or land with or without buildings.
; convenient to Rockland or Camden.
Send descrAtlon and price ln flrst let
ter. BOX R, Courler-Oazette office
___________________________________ 78-83
PEELED PULP WOOD wanted Com
SOUTH HOPE
municate with B H COPELAND Tel, •t •****♦*♦•♦♦•***
185-12 Thomaston. Me
81-83
I
U H P. 110 volt direct current motor
Larkin Thorndike has employment wanted.
♦
Communicate with THOMASTON QARAC.E____________________ 81*83
at Waldoboro.
FOR RENT—Four room tenement,
POSITION wanted by experienced
Susan Gath spent Saturday night chauffeur
References. HERMAN SIM flush cloaet. gas and electricity, with
garage
at 156 Union St. Inquire BEN
MONS.
11
Knowlton
St.
80*82
with Miss Annie Hart.
JAMIN MILLER 26 Rankin St. Tel
POSITION
as
chef
or
order
cook
want

692-M.
_____________________________
81-83
Mrs. Flora Pusliaw is keeping house ed Best cf references. H. T. PERRY.
NEWLY furnished six room cottage
Orace 8t.. City.
*tf
for Mrs. A. W. Thorndike.
house to let with garage near Rockland.
Price reasonable
TEL 750-W or write
Misses Ingrid and Lucille Gath
BX 143 Rockland
82*84
and friend of Rockland were guests
FIVE ROOM tenement to let. modern.
87'j
Pleasant
St.
Inquire
on
PREMISES
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. J G. Gath.
Tel. S85-J
82*84
Miss Ruby Merrifield has returned
HEATED apartments, all modern, four
Applv at CAMDEN it ROCKfrom Burkettville where she spent a
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times rooms
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO LAND WATER CO Tel 634_______ 78-tf
week with her sister Ethel.
___________________________________ 78-tf
TWO first class tenements. Janitor
CHEVROLET TOURING wanted to service, heat, all modern, llrst floor,
Mrs. Fred Merrifield and children
trade lor a 26 or 27 Closed Model T good location. Very low rent. Applv
Ruby and Harry accompanied Mr Ford Must be ln good condition. BERT MEN'S SHOP Park St_____________ 81*86
and Mrs Harry Morang to Rockland E. CUNNINGHAM. R F D 2. Morrill. POUR room furnished camp to let.
Me Residence Searsmont.
82*84 Inquire at 6OUTH CUSHINO PCHTand attended the circus the Fourth.
81-83
LADIES- Reliable nalr goods at Rock. OFFICE.
Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall
1
order.
Others from this place who attend land
SIX ROOM second floor flat with
Tel. 518- ■
solicited. H. C. RHODF
to let. adults only. Inquire LIL
78-tf hath
ed the circus were Mr. and Mrs. Wil
LIAN BICKNELL. 82 Llmerock St
LAWN
MOWERS
sharpened.
Satlsfac__________________________________ 81*83
bur Taylor, Edith Dunbar and Fred
tion guaranteed. Called for and deliv
SIX ROOM house, all modern, to let
ered. Prompt service. Phone 791. CRIE
Heath
at 22 Oak St.; furnished apartment.
HARDWARE CO. 4b8 Main 8t.. City.
Orient
St., all modern: furnished apart
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Tolman and
78-tf
ment. 556 Main St . upstairs. Inquire
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to , ALBERT PETERSON, at Fuller-CobhMr. and Mrs Earl Tolman of West
order. Keys made to fit locks when
Rockport were callers at Walter Tol- original keys are lost. House. Office or I Davis.______________________________ 74-tf
Car. Code books provide keys for all 1 FURNISHED bedroom to let. hath and
man’s Sunday.
lock* without bother. Sclasora and use of telephone Price reasonable MRS
Knives sharpened Prompt service. Rea ROBBINS. 20 Maple St. Tel. 143-R
sonable prices CRIE HARDWARE CO ___________ _____________________ 81*83
NORTH WARREN
408 Main St.. Rockland. Tel. 791. 78-tf
HALF a double house to let at 83
j Summer St. Inquire C. M HARRING
TON Tel 551-W__________________ 7g-tf
The pageant presented by the Sun
FURNISHED ROOM to let at 33 Llmeday School July 9 was well at
rock St. MARY WIGGIN SPEAR Tel.
—<i i1 883-Y.
__________
81-tf
tended. The children all did ex
FIVE ROOM tenement to let Ground
ceedingly well in their speaking parts,
' floor All modern. 9 Suffolk St. M M.
and their young voices were a joy to
GRIFFIN. 25 Ocean St
68-tf
hear in their happy songs. Much
TWO RENTS, upper and lower, at 34
Pleasant St Applv MISS ANNE FLINT.
credit is due them and to the com
32 School St., or Tel. 1161-R______ 81-tf
mittee Mrs. A. K Kalloch and Mrs.
TENEMENT at 80 Pleasant 8t. 40 let.
vacant June 5. Bath, aun porch, garage
F. O. Jameson who worked so faith
I TEL 958-J
78-tf
fully with Miss Mcknight to make it
LAWN ROLLER to let at very low rat
STATE
OF
MAINE
Called for and delivered. Heavy wat<
a success. ,
County of Knox. ss.
,
ballast roller. Phone 791. CRIE HARt
Mrs. Vora Bemis and her mother
78To the Honorable Justice of the Su WARE CO . 408 Main St
Court, next to be holden at Rock
Mrs. Nye of Rockland were in this perior
land within and for said County on the
flrst Tuesday of November. 1933:
place Sunday.
Tekla M Erickson of South Thomas
Mrs. W. A. Burgess and daugh ton ln said County respectfully repre
ters Mary and Martha who have been sents that her maiden name was Tekla
Maklnen. that she was married to John
visiting in Peabody Mass., returned E Erickson at Boston, ln the CommonTWO ROOM ramp to let at Hosmer
’ wealth of Massachusetts on the fifth
home last week.
day of September, 1925; that subse Pond. (8 per week. »25 per month. $40
for
the season. EDWIN A DEAN. Rock
quent to said marriage the parties here
78*83
to reside! ln said Boston and at Rock- land Highlands. Tel 671-J.
1 land, aforesaid, as husband and wife,
SUMMER camp at Spruce Head to le
until October 6. 1926; since which date furnished. E V. SHEA. South Thom
she has lived within the State of aston Tel 354-11.______
79.8
I Maine: that she has always conducted
EIGHT ROOM cottage on Rockpor
herself toward her said husband as a
true, faithful and affectionate wife, but Harbor to let by week or month. Appl
81*8
that her said husband, unmindful of his SHEPHERD PLACE. Rockport.
marriage vows and obligations, has been
MODERN COTTAGE at Cooper’s Beach
guilty of cruel and abusive treatment to let. month of July Reasonable rate.
toward her; and also that at Boston, Apply Mrs A. W. HANSCOM. phone
aforesaid, on said October 6. 1926. the 1177-W or MRS FANNIE RYDER
79-81
libelee utterly deserted your libelant
FURNISHED apartment to let, two
and she avers that such desertion has
rooms
and
private
bath.
192
LIMEROCK
continued for three consecutive years
ST. Tel 600 or 211-M___________ 78-tf
next prior to the filing of this libel.
Wherefore she prays that the bonds
FURNISHED heated apartment to let
of matrimony now existing between her Inquire 14 MASONIC ST
78-tf
and the said John E. Erickson may be
dissolved by divorce and that the custody
of Eleanor 1 minor child of the parties
hereto, may be awarded to her until
further order of the Court under such
conditions touching Its support and
maintenance as may appear reasonable
and Just.
THREE small places for sale, suitable
Your libelant further avers that the
present whereabouts of her husband ls for henneries. 3 to 15 acres. 8750 to
unknown to her and cannot be ascer $850. V. F. STUDLEY, 283 Main St.
78-tf
tained by the exercise of reasonable Tel. 1080.
diligence.
1200 TOTAL PRICE FOR Atlantic
ecause the wedumg
(Signed) TEKLA M ERICKSON.
Highway home. Four room cottage
Dated June 26. 1933.
dwelling, pump ln kitchen alnk. one acre
invitations should be
STATE OF MAINE
land. Right on highway. Bargain If
County
of
Knox.
ss.
June
26.
1933.
there ever was one. DICKEY AGENCY.
mailed two weeks before
Then personally appeared Tekla M. J Belfast. Maine.
80-85
Erickson
and
made
oath
to
the
truth
of
the wedding itself, they
$400 TOTAL PRICE 14 ACRE FARM.
the foregoing, by her subscribed.
I Six room dwelling ln good condition,
Before me,
must be ordered well in
I barn 25x30; running spring water In
CHARLES T SMALLEY
dwelling; $400 cash takes lt. DICKEY
ISeal |
Notary Public.
advance. And, because
AGENCY. Belfast. Maine.
80-85
STATE OF MAINE
175 ACRE FARM for sale. $1200 P
IL* S.|
they are so critically in
Includes two cows. 500 chickens,
Knox, ss
Clerk’s Office. Superior Court, young turkeys, all hay and straw
spected by their recipi
.
barn. 15.000 shingles. 3000 ft. boa
ln vacation
Rockland. June 26. A. D 1933. i about nine cords fitted wood. l',i a
ents, they must also be
Upon the foregoing Libel. Ordered. I oata. one acre corn, one acre potat
That the Libellant give notice to said 1 other garden crops, all growing gi
ultra-correct. Linweave
John E Erickson to appear before our three apple orchards, 100 acres 1
Superior Court to be holden at Rock llelds. 75 acres woods and pastures; c
Wedding Papers can be
land. within and for the County of half mile off Bangor-Brooks road, at
Knox on the flrst Tuesday of November I 20 miles from Bangor and same
shown you at
A. D. 1933. by publishing an attested j tance from Belfast: four miles fi
copy of said Libel, and this order there Monroe village; barn 45x90 ft ; dot
The Courier-Gazette
on. three weeks successively ln The Cou | plastered. two story dwelling;
rler-Oazette. a newspaper printed In brooder house; never falling well wa
Aak to see them
Rockland In our County of Knox, the 1 Owner must sell. Sacrifices everytt
last publication to be thirty days at least I for $1200. cash preferred but would 1
prior to said flrst Tuesday of November $800 down and balance on easy tei
next, that he may there and then ln This ls the best farm buy we knots
our said court appear and show cause. at the present time. Conic and lool
' eMAT CIf any he have, why the prayer of said [ over before It's too late as this
won't last long. THE DICKEY ADEN
Libellant should not be granted.
1 Belfast. Maine
8
WKIIBINCi I ,1'FBS
WM H. FISHER
JL. S|
Justice of the Supertor Court.
A true copy of the Libel and Order of
the Court thereon.
Attest:
MILTON M. ORIFFIN. Clerk.
76-T-82

TO LET
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Summer Cottages

Ere

CyOeddinq3kU&

REAL ESTATE

B

► EMBALMING-4
M09M AMBUIANfl
Since 1840 this Arm has falinm'iv
served the lamilies of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Telephone 450—711-1

BURPEE’S

The Courier-Gazette

In Everybody’s Column

ROCKLAND, MI.

RADIO SALES AND SERVICE
AUTHORIZED

PHILCO,

MAJESTIC,

CROSLEY

WE RENT RADIOS

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
442 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

!

Every-OtherDay
Dr. Augustus O. Thomas of Wash
ington, D C. former Commissioner
| of Education for Maine, and Mrs.
Thomas, will sail from New York
Wednesday, July 19, for the biennial
I meeting of the World Federation of
j Education Association, in Dublin,
’ Ireland, July 20 to Aug. 4.

i

OCl ETY.

McMillan had as
Saturday Mr. and
Rlchard A Booth and
»erJson Harry who were recent guests of
Phyllis, of the Eastern Music Camp. _
.
p p grown were acby
Me™ Vb “Z " Fo“

In addition to personal notes regard-| Mrs. Florence
tng*departures and arrivals, this department especially desires information ot overnight guests

gladly received.

.........................

r

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, July 1 I, 1^33

Millan's daughter, Margaret, who ls : land fay
Lydla Qardiner wh0
The engagement of Miss Dorothea. j a student at the Camp and a room- | had
spending a month wilh
F. Foss of Cape Elizabeth to R. For- , mate
phynls
and Mrs. Brown.
rest Higgins of Bath and Rockland
was announced Saturday evening at I Mr and Mrs A j Blrd
at their
The officers and substitutes of
a party given by her sister, JJ-' rummer home. Shore Acres, dark
,n.
Harvey Burrows, of Portland. Miss: Island> for the summer, later to be
all-dav outing with

LINCOLN-DART

TENANT'S HARBOR

World’s Fair Sandwich

The marriage of Ann Cromwell, J
daughter of Mrs. and the late Wll-1
lard C. Dart, of Providence, R. I.,
to Richard E. Lincoln of Whitins
ville, Mass., was solemnized at hign
noon Saturday, July 1 at Christ
Church,Cambridge. Rev. Leslie Glenn
rector of the church and a close,
friend of the Dart family, officiated.
The service was conducted along
simple lines, due to the recent death |
of the bride's father. Only members
of the two flimilies were present.
The only decorations were Madonna
lilies on the altar.
The bride was attended by Miss
Jean
and
,, , < Thayer
i v, mof Whitinsville
v,

Mrs. Maude Blodgett at her letter the bride's brother, Edward Dart,
Edgar F. Foss, and graduated from j famdy
son Lake cottage on Monday, July 17. with whom he was a college mate
the Cape Elizabeth High School. Mr.
Take box lunch. Mrs. Blodgett will at Amherst. The bride was given
Higgins, the son of Mr. and Mrs. | Mrs E. P. Cooper and Miss Dorofurnish coffee.
in marriage by her uncle, J. Harry I
Roscoe Higgins of Bath, is a gradu- thy Cooper of Wollaston, Mass.,
Boynton. Following the wedding
ate of Morse High School and of were in the city Monday enroute for
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Allen are at
Gray's Business College, Portland. Matinicus to spend the summer j their South Hope farm for a few breakfast at the Hotel Commander,
Cambridge, the couple left for Nan
He is cashier for the Rockland office J months at their cottage,
| days.
tucket, Mass. Later they will go to
of Armour & Co.
Mrs. John O. Stevens and Miss The Breakfast Bridge CliTb had West Dennis, Cape Cod and EdgeProf, and Mrs. E. B Rollins of I Esther Nickerson go to Boston today luncheon yesterday at Rockledge Inn, wood, R. I.
West Somerville, Mass., are at the for the remainder of the week. They Spruce Head, with Mrs. F. L. Weeks The bride ls a graduate of the
House in the Pines, Norton, Mass,
as hostess.
Kalloch homestead, Mechanic street, will be at The Statler.
------| taking special courses at the Lesley
for the summer.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hahn ls spending
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Roach (Nora
jn Cambridge. She taught
the
week
in
Rockport
with
Miss
MinNelson
’
°
f
Smyrn
*
MilU
and
“
d
a
year
in the Haskell School of
Mrs. C. M. Richardson and grand
Nelson are here, called home by the Cambridge, one of the oldest schools
daughter, Carol Ann Wolcott, have nle Shepherd.
death of their father, Capt. Nils Nel-1 jn the country, her work being
been guests of Mrs. Richardson's
marked by particular success. Mr.
sister, Mrs. Leon Strong in Waterville
Mrs. John O. Stevens, accompan
the past week.
ied by Mrs. Levi Seavey and Mrs.,
Specch
club
plc. Lincoln is a graduate of Amherst
Annie Willey, of General Knox Chap- j nlc
park Thursday noon. College and will be associated with
relatives in the cotton business in
E J. Hellier and family are at their ter of Thomaston, and Miss Esther
Take basket lunch. If stormy the Whitinsville.
cottage at Crescent Beach for the Nickerson, motored to Poland Spring
picnic will be held Friday. ArrangcThe occasion Is of special Interest
remainder of the summer.
Saturday to attend the annual field transportation with Miss Helen
in local circles by reason of connec
day of the Maine Daughters D.A R.
Fuller.
tion of the bride's mother < Adelaide ,
Mrs. Charles Schofield has re- j
turned from Vinaihaven where she
Miss Ann Ward of Biddeford-Saco
Misses Virginia Leach and Margaret Crocker) with prominent Rockland'
was guest of her mother, Mrs. A. U. i Ls visiting Miss Silja Kelju at Long Dunton are spending the week at families, and the bride's acquaintance
Patterson.
Cove. Miss Ward and Miss Kelju Southwest Harbor with Dr. and Mrs with the younger set, gained during
the years in which the Dart family
| were classmates at Farmington Nor- j Qji]ey
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bridges who
have made here their summer resi
I mai Schcol.
have been in Boston were in the city
------Jack Huke left Wednesday for dence.
Saturday, on their way home to
Mr and Mrs. Arthur L. Orne have Terryville, Conn., where he will be
Swan's Island.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Harriman and
leturned from a visit with Mr. and with his father, Earl Huke, for sevson Edward were weekend guests of
Orne in Dexter.
eral weeks.
Mrs. Annie Hanscom who has been '■ Mrs. Arthur K.____
____
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar S. Duncan at
with her daughter, MA. Blanche Me- ' Mrs. George W. Palmer and Miss I Mr amd Mrs. Cleo Bartlett ot Holiday Beach.
Nelley ln Caribou, for several months,
Grace Poland were weekend guests Washington spent Sunday with Perley
Is in the city for the summer.
Kalloch Class will hold a picnic toit™ i a Qvivoctpr in Bartlett and family. On their return
------of Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Sylvester in
their morrow at Oakland Park , if pleasant;
Dr. William Sharpe of New York Portland.
tkey W€re ^'"Panled by their
has joined his family at Dynamite !
------1
Delia' who ha* been *ueSt
_____
Beach.
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Leighton who ot her cousin Barbara.
Mrs.
Pinkerton has returned
------j had Mr. and Mrs Walter H. Spear ‘
uihkL,
heen borne from a visit with her relatives
Lewis Johnson of Madison. N. J., [
guests, have returned from a 10
mother Mrs Mae Hibbert and friends ln Biddeford, Saco, Old

Page Sevea

HE World's Fair Sandwich made

Consisting of chopped bacon and
with the opening mayonnaise, in the proportion ot a
Titsot theappearance
Century of Progress Exposihalf cup of chopped bacon to two tea

tion in Chicago. Picture shows one ot
the 2,000 college-boy guides being
served while directing traffic in front
of the Hall of Science, with one of the
huge “Sky Ride" towers in the back-

igtound.

WALDOBORO

spoons of mnyonnaise, thc World's
Fair Sandwich will be introduced ia
hotels, restaurants and eating places
throughout the country to advertise
the Exposition and promises to be
come popular in homes and clubs.

SOUTH WALDOBORO

Mr. and Mrs. Freelyn Smalley and 1
1 Mrs. Lawrence Smalley and daugh- ;
ter of Medford. Mass., are spending ■
two weeks at their cottage at Fo- ;
garty's Comer.
Miss Rowell, telephone operator at
the local exchange Is having a vaca
tion and Mrs. Maude Paterson is sub
stituting at the switchboard.
Mrs. Carrie Hobart of Milford,
Mass., ls guest of her mother Mrs
Nancy J. Wheeler.
Mrs Albert Cannedy of Bridge
port, Conn., is guest of her husband,
, who is chauffeur for Mrs. R. J. Mac-1
■ Kenzle.
Mrs Mary J. Hart of Worcester has
' arrived to spend the summer at her
cottage Hartez. Mr. and Mrs. F. P.
Crcgson who spent the weekend and
holiday with her, returned Wednes
day to Worcester.

Mrs. Emma Keene
Emma, widow of Fred Keene, died
at her homc at Martinsville, July 3.
Funeral services were held at thc
Baptist Church of this place, Rev.
F. W. Barton officiating, and inter
ment was In the family lot in the
Glenmere cemetery. Mrs. Keene was
a member of the Tenant's Harbor
Church, also of Naomi Chapter,
O.E.S., which organization attended
the services in a body. The bearers
were Deacon David Sievewright,
Frank Wiley, Byron Davis and Allen |
Conary. The only immediate rela
tive surviving the deceased ls a
cousin, Mrs. Alice Trussed of Port
Clyde.
Mrs Keene's health began to fall
rapidly last spring, since which time
she had been a constant sufferer, and
often was heard to express a longing
to go to her heavenly home.

GRUNOW
SETS THE PACE

Gri NOW sets the pace
with a brand new idea
in refrigeration—-a \acuum'principle, irouhlepriHif and built to give
service for a lifetime.
Sec this remarkable,
beautiful re
frigerator at
our store to
day.
High in
quality and
low in price.

I.tmi art mod
convanitnt.

VUUWHT

Allan F. Hassner of Portland has1 Mr. and Mrs. John Erickson, who
ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR
be?n visiting his father O. V. Hass- moved to this town last fall, enter, tained at their home July 3; Mr. and
ner, for several days.
Mrs. Mary Matthews and Miss Mrs. L. H. Dunn, Miss Hattie Dunn,
Rena Wiley are at the Matthews Miss Eloise Dunn, Mrs. Annie Willey,
Miss Elizabeth Henry of Thomaston,
camp at Martin's Point.
MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
Nelson Bond of New York Ls visit and Frank Whitney, Miss Sarah
Church
of
8t.
John
BaptLst,
Thom

ing his mother Mrs. Margaret Bona Smith and Mrs. Bertha Raymond cf aston, Summer Sale. Wide variety
Fruitland Park, Fla. It was an Ideal
and sister Miss Helen Bond.
! day and a delightful time enjoyed ustlul articles; also cooked food, to
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Stenger of Picnic dinner and supper were served morrow. Prizes reasonable.—adv.
Hartford, Conn, are guests of the ! on the lawn, and Mr. nnd Mrs
T. E. Stengers at Martin's Point.
Erickson proved admirable host and
The Homemakers' Society will hold hostess
a lawn party on the grounds of the
T^m^geven of the Woolwich I
Methodist Church Thursday evening c. n„,r
accompanied by fn. ir
instead of Wednesday as previously pastor
R w. Bcll gave lhe,r
stated. Cooked food, home made ice fcrmer pastor Rev. T. II. Fernald, a
creras, candy, frankforts and cold complete surprise July 6, meeting
drinks will be on sale.
with him to celebrate his 70th birthI T. Marple of Arlington. Mass., day anniversary. Tlie day was ideal
is spending several weeks with his days- cruise to New Brunswick.
,____ ,.„c Orchard and Portland.
has been guest of Mrs. Dora Howard and the occasion was greatly enjoyed,
at the home of Perley Bartlett, has
family at Pleasant Beach.
Yorke. Mr. Marple has bought the and very much appreciated by the
returned
to
Washington.
w
Morrow
returned
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Getchell of
host of honor, aS the people of Wool
Ralph Morse house on Main strjet.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank St. Clair and
..
, • of to Englewood,
N. J. today1 after a
Belfast were guests Sunday of Mr.
Mr andj ..
Mrs. Guy „
F. ,,
Llnnekin
6
wich have stood close to Mr. Fernald
son Jerome, of Millburne, N. J., arc
MLss
Elizabeth
F.
Gcnthr.er
and
„
.
_
.
,,
short
stay
at
her
North
Haven
sumand Mrs. K. B. Crie.
Newton Center, Mass., were in this
.
_. ___ .____ ..____ 1
I at all times and proven to be most
guests of Mr. St. Clair's father,
Miss
Ellie
McLaughlin
have
b:en
JULY 1-OCTOBER 1
•
| city Saturday, guests of their cousin mer home. She goes from there to
true and sincere friends. Three of
George L. St. Clair, at Crescent
Philip Tower who has been guest
Walker. Th atlended lhe Cleveland, and Ls te understood will j in North Anson a few days.
the ladies were unable to be present,
Beach.
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Hovey and
’
’
•
“
‘ , funeral of Mr. Llnnekin's uncle."* * at North Haven again this
cf Stanley
Boynton
at' Crescent
EFFECTIVE July 1 the price of coke
i
! cwlng to Illness and pressing duties
i
family
of
Newtonville,
Mass.,
are
at
Browne Club's outing Friday night Bcach has returned to Lexington.' Matthew Llnnekin, in Thomaston.
will be reduced to $8 a ton. This price will
at home. Picnic dinner was served
their horn? here, and will remain for
at the Ash Point cottage of Mrs. Mass.
and the tables were loaded with good
be in force for the summer months or un
Mrs. H. D. Am-es is at Ro kledge the summer months.
------[
Mrs.
alter
Fassett
and
daughter'
Crosby F. French had 27 present, in
things. Rev. Mr. Bell with a few
Inn. Spruce Head, for the summer.
til our present supply is exhausted.
Ralph Lcvell is in Boston.
Henry A. Howard and Edwin R. Louise of Somerville. Mass., are the i
cluding members and husbands.
timely remarks presented Mr. FernEdwards
and
family
are
at
Crescent
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Guy
C.
Doug

Edward
A.
Woodbury
of
Ma
’
.
dzr.
a
j
d
wR
jj
a
p
Urse
o
f
money,
which
was
Supper was spread on the shore.
Miss Jennie Pillsbury of Portland
Another picnic will take place the Beach for the summer,
las, Warren street.
Mass, is visiting Mr. and Mrs. fCUChingiy received by him. There
is spending the week in this city.
Clarence E. Woodbury.
werc other gifts including a birthday
latter part of the month. It will be j
Perley Bartlett had as guests Sun
Mrs. Wilford Robinson of Wiley's
cither at the Davis cottage at Al- ' P. P. Bicknell and family are at
Mrs. Grace Fro-ti of Waterville, I cake, etc. After scripture and prayer
The answer is simple. Gas manufarturin< takes
day, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Keller and
u in Knox Hospital for treat extension worker for the New Eng- ' and singing of hymns thc day closed
ford's Lake or the Davis farm in ; their Alford's Lake cottage
roft coal, removes and puts to profitable use the fas
1 daughter Marjorie and brother Leon i meKt
which would t Imply bec ome smoke und foot in your
land Home for Little Wanderers, was j most happily for all. Mrs Edna
Union. Mrs. Charles H. Whitmore as
furnace. What is left is modern fuel for your hratmf
chairman, will be assisted by Mrs R. '
Mrs A M
of Matinicus. Bartlett, all of Hallowell. On their
------1 in town last week.
Turner, a friend and neighbor, asslstp!ant—COKE—clean, even burning, smokeless, low in
H Whitehouse and Mrs. Harold
who has beenvisiting her sister Mrs. return the visitors were accompanied , Miss Leola Robinson Is having a
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay was at ed Mrs. Fernald in the plan and
ash, and inexpensive.
Glidden with Miss Katherine KeatE p- Cooperin Wollaston, has re- j by Barbara Bartlett who will spend a fortnight's vacation from the Cen Poland Spring Saturday to attenrt, keeping it a secret from Mr. Fernald.
Try coke once. You’ll always use it and SAVE
tral Maine office, and is spending it , the annual fleld day or the State'
ing in charge of transportation.
.turned CaP‘ R‘Pley
ln 305100 week with her cousin Marjorie.
-----------------MONEY.
_____
with Nathaniel F. Ayer on his yacht'
------at her home in St. George.
organization of Daughters of the
FRIENDSHIP
Harold Karl and family are at their the “Lucivee,'’
; Mrs. Luzia Burpee, Mrs. A. L.
F. O. R. Gas House
American Revolution.
summer home, West Rockport, for
------j Miles and children are at their cotVinton Beals who has been visitMr. and Mrs. Richard Wilder
Funeral services for Mrs. £’ba A.
the remainder of the season.
Mr and Mrs William A. Griffin of, tage at Lucia Beach for the summer, ing relatives at Beal's Island for a
Benner) Orff were conducted at (Mary E. Armstrong) sailed Thurs
16 Berkeley street , are showing
------I few weeks returned home Sunday.
th#
home of her daughter Mrs. O. day morning from New York on the
Misses Virginia Leach and MarMrs Abbie Hanscom has returned marked improvement alter a proE.
Ludwig,
with whom she had re- Gen. Von Steuben for a two months’
Mrs. W. A. Healey and daughter
from a visit of several weeks with Mr. ! longed attack of influenza. Mrs. garet Dunton are guests of Dr. and
sided since the death of her hus honeymoon in England.
Mirs
Marion
Healey
of
Springfield.
and Mrs. J. B. Patterson, Lake Ala- Margaret Rackliffe has been attend- Mrs- p F- M- OUW. Southwest
Mr. and Mrs. George Dyson Friou
POWE
OMPANY
Mass., are at 10 Claremont street on band, Lincoln Orff Death came
ing them.
Harbor.
moasook.
suddenly
to
Mrs.
Orff
while
she
was
and
family
of
Brooklyn,
N.
Y.,
have
their annual summer visit.
79-82
calling on her brother. Oeorge Ben arrived here for the season.
Mrs. Blanche Hanscom McNellcy
Murray Eaton of The Highlands is
Misses Eva and Edna Henniberry
The Methebesec Club is to hav? an ner of Friendship. She is survived
of Caribou Ls at the home of Mrs. in Eastport called by the critical ill- and Mr and Mrs Wasey Newman
Mrs. Alma Shirreffs and daughter
Frances Ryder, Masonic street, for a ness of hts father, Caleb Eaton.
of Malden, werc guests of Mr. and all day outing Friday at the Cres by four daughters, Mrs. Ethel M Louise of Quincy, Mass., are visiting
____
I Mrs. John Newman for the weekend. cent Beazh ccttage of Mrs. George Ludwig, Mrs. Edna M. Achorn and hcr parents, Capt. and Mrs. Melvin
few days.
L. St. Clair. Take basket lunch. Miss Florence Orff of this town and A. Lawry.
Miss Vernet Morgan is visiting1
------Mr. and Mrs. Sumner C. Perry and relatives in Bristol and Bridgeport.
Mr- and Mrs Willard Sewall and Transportation may be arranged Mrs. Martha E. Connell of Provi
Mrs. James Spear and Miss Alice
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Barnard are Conn., motoring there with her | daughter of Newport and Mrs. James With Mrs. St. Clair.
dence, one son Elmer Orff of Jeffer Dress of Chevy Chase, Md., have
at the Perry cottage, Crescent Beach. father, W. E Morgan, who spent the Henners of New York are at the
son three sisters, Mrs. Ida Condon opened their cottage at Davis Point.
Nichts at R, Saturday matinee
Phone Skowhegan 434 /or Reserva
Mrs. Eliza Cousins who has been | of Rockland. Mrs. Olive Gay of Mid2.3© P M
Daylight saving
home of Capt. H. R. Huntley, called
tions. All seats 50c to fl plus tax.
holiday with his family.
Mrs.
Roy
Carter
is
in
State
Street
Mrs. Mary Evelyn Nash who has
by the serious illness of Mrs. Hunt- at Sedgwick the past three months, dltboro. Mass., and Miss Edith M Hogpita]i portiand
ALL THIS WFEK-MATINEE JULY 15
been guest of Mrs. William Sharpe
Miss Kitty McLaughlin of New! ley. Mrs. Lulu McCrae of Orion, returned Sunday.
Benner of Waldcboro. and five
The l.akrweod Players
A National Institution
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Andreas
Hartel,
3d,
at Dynamite Beach has returned to York who was guest of Mrs. Nell Ill., is expected tomorrow.
brothers. Thomas and George Ben
Present
and
son
of
Weston,
Mass.,
spent
Mrs.
Florence
Dawes,
Elmer
CayStarr at Camp Cathedral Pines,i
------New York.
ner of Friendship. Elmer Benner of
“TIIE MAN M HO CHANGED HIS NAME"
Winthrop, for the weekend, Is now
Miss Katherine Agerson of Bloom- ton and Mr. ac(d Mrs. Ned R Rockland, James and Josiah Ben- Sunday with their family here.
Members of Edwin Libby Relief
ALLINEXT
WEEK STARTING MONDAY NIGHT JULY 17
Murphy
motored
to
Portland
Sun

Mrs. Solon Wilder and son Robert
wlth her parents, Mr. and Mrs fle!d’ N- J- is at ber 4Ummer home
ner of Waldoboro. Interment was
SATURDAY MATINEE. JULY 22
Corps arc invited to a picnic supper
day
to
visit
relatives
and
the
camp
returned
Friday
to
Gardner,
Mass.,
George E. McLaughlin, Walker place, at sPruce Head for tl,e summer.
in the cemetery at Orff's Corner.
“A SATURDAY NIGHT"
Thursday, July 20, at the home of
at
Fort
Williams.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
where they will spend a few weeks.
for the remainder of the summer
!
------M’ritt-n by Owen DavLs and Starring Jean Dixon
Mrs. Elizabeth Barton, Orange
_____
I Neil Little has as guest for the Murphy have a son. Hilton at camp.
Church of St. John BaptLst, Thom
Mrs. Arthur Little ol Bangor and
With Owen Davis, Jr. and Richard Jack of thr Original Comrany
street.
Chapin Class has a picnic tonight' week Harold Morrison of Dorchester, On their return'trip they had as aston, Summer Sale. Wide variety | Mr. and Mrs Benjamin Groot and
Dancing—I.aluuood Country Club—Every Friday and Sat. Night
guests Mr3. A. P. Murphy and little useful articles; also cooked food, to family of Lexington, Mass., are oc
at the Holiday Beach cottage of Mrs. Mass.
Members of the school committee Grace Rollins.
American Itiauty Rr vue and California CoUcgiaiv.—July 14
daughter Frances of Portsmouth, morrow. Prices reasonable.—adv.
------cupying
the
Little
cottage.
and guests had a most delightful pic
_____
I Miss Lstta Skinner who has been N. H„ who will visit here a few day3.
Mr. and Mrs. William Hall (Evelyn
nic supper and outing Friday night
Norman Waldron goes Thursday to i with her C0U5in' Mlss Margaret G.
ST. GEORGE
Goldey)
are living at the harbor.
at thc cottage of Dr. and Mrs. Wil Dexter where he will be instructor of stahl for 5everal weeks has reMr. and Mrs. Ernest C. Davis gave
liam Ellingwood at Crawford Lake. Spanish at the Wassookeag School turned to her home on South Main their annual salmon party at their
Rev.
and
Mrs. W E. Lewis and
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Barnes had as
Small tables were laid on the porch, for the annual summer session.
TODAY
Alford's Lake cottage Sunday and It supper guests last week Monday Mr. family are passing thc month of July ,
street.
and the goodies appearing on the bill
"COLLEGE HUMOR"
goes without saying that the piece and Mrs. Arthur Mossman, Mr. and in Canada, which was Mrs. lewis' [
with
of fare, such as lobster stew, cream
Members of Ruth Mayhew Tent de resistance was brought as usual
Carl R. Toner and family were
Mrs. Rodney Dinsmore. Mr. and Mrs. former home.
BURNS AND ALLEN
puffs, apple pie, etc., indicated that guests yesterday of Supt. and Mrs. meet tomorrow afternoon at the by Harry Benson of Bangor. The
Camp
Wapello
is
open
for
thc
sea

Bernard Clukey and son Richard,
the fair members of the board can E. L. Toner.
home of Mrs. Carrie Brown, Lime- salmon was flanked by three full
Misses Edith and Doris Mossman, son.
boast of culinary skill as well as other
WEDNESDAY
rock street for sewing.
The Ladies' Aid held a food sale
pecks of peas, and of the tempting Shirley Barnes, and Mrs. Georgia
J. Harry Boynton has returned to
talents.
Chatting occupied the
Tire Servatian of a Nation!
array there remained no vestlg*. Wall, Mr. and Mrs. Dinsmore re in the vestry Saturday.
greater part of the time after supper, Bcston after spending several days
Mrs. Walter C. Ladd was hostess
There was a slight chimney fire at
Ernest's bzes are no respecter of maining over night. It was n very
and later in the evening there was a with his family at Crescent Beach.
to the T.H.E. Club last evening.
persons, it appears, for one of them pleasant occasion much enjoyed ty the Logan cottage Sunday.
marvelous display of fireworks ln the
with
Mrs. Dwight Stanley and children
Representative and Mrs. E. C. Mo
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hall, Sum sunk his teeth, or whatever bees use, all.
thunder storm which raged for a
Walter
Huston,
Karen Morley
of
Monhegan
are
visiting
her
par

Into
the
tender
anatomy
of
the
long period in the vicinity of Union. ran Jr., Mrs. Kenneth P. Lord of mer street have as a guest their
America
loday
l>ramallz<*d
in
the
Most
Electrifying
Picture
ents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Murphy.
party
’
s
salmon
benefactor.
Mr.
Ben

Those present were Dr. and Mrs. Washington, D. C., and Rockland, granddaughter, Miss Iola Leavitt of
Ever made
James Logan Taylor Ls attending
son's
reaction
was
quite
startlingMrs.
Lester
Sherman,
Mrs.
Walter
C.
Woodfords.
Ellingwood and sons, William and
Harvard summer school in Cam
in act the bee appears to have
Richard, Representative and Mrs. E. Ladd, Mrs. H. N. McDougall of Port
bridge and plans to resume hts
THURSDAY.
"raised
the
old
Harry."
But
it
was
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
M.
Little
leave
land
and
Camden,
Mrs.
H.
P.
Blod

C. Moran Jr., Mayor C. M. Richard
Parcel Delivery
studies
at the college in September.
all
in
the
day
’
s
work
and
the
party
A Mother-in-law Story That Is No Joke
son, Supt. and Mrs. E. L. Toner and gett, Mrs. J. O. Stevens and Miss today far Lawrence, Mass, to at
She invac'zd the life of her married son, who
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Mills and
son Charles, Mrs. Nellie Hall, Col. Esther Nickerson attended the an tend the annual field day of the attained thc successful conclusion
never dot rted that the “sainted woman" came
family
of
Lexington,
Mass.
,are
oc-1
Family
Washings
that
all
of
the
parties
given
by
Mr
and Mrs. Basil Stinson, Mrs. Gladys nual field day of the Maine Daugh H. K. Webster Co.
between him and his wife "for their own good."
Called For and Delivered
cupylng the Friou bungalow for the
and Mrs. Ernest C. Davis do. Their
Morgan, William Sullivan, Rev. and ters of the American Revolution at
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walter
Tibbetts
of
summer.
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Frank W
the Poland Spring house Saturday.
Mrs. L. G. Perry.
West Palm Beach, Fla. are in Maine Fuller, Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Wotton.
with
Church of St. John Baptist. Thom- [
Special this week only — Large for the months of July and August, Mr. and Mrs. C. I. Burrows, Mrs.
j , If cutting down your automobile lnIRENE DUNNE
aston. Summer Sale. Wide variety
Tel. 106-R
■ surance ls of Interest to you, phone chicks, several varieties, 15 for $1 at and will spend about half that time Mary Wiggin Spear, Mr. and Mrs.
JOEL McCRF.A
useful articles; also cooked food, to- i
1060-J; Maurice F. Lovejoy, Masonic Stover's, Rockland. Seeds — feeds — in Rockland, guests of Mrs. W. S. Fred E. Burkett of Union, and Mr
morrow.
Prices
reasonable
—
adv.
fertilizers.
82-84
White.
and
Mrs.
Harry
Benson
of
Bangor.
Temple, Rockland,
27-S-tf

House-Sherman, Inc.

COKE reduced to
$g A TON

Why Burn Coke?

CENT RAIjWAAINE
we^Xomr

Gabriel Over The White House

Light Trucking

Walter Dorgan

“The Silver Cord”

Every-Other-Day
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Eieht

IN THE LAND OF RAIL FENCES
(Continued from Page One)

"VAS YOU DERE,
SHARLIE ? -

saw them many years ago. and should
imagine that enough water has since
gene over them to fill a good sized
ocean. We look back repeatedly at
the scene, until a bend ln the river
has hidden them from our admiring
view.
Following Route No. 2. we pass
through St. VaUier, Montmagny and
3t. Jean Port Jolt, while the night
wears on. There ls much to occupy
cur attention—the brilliantly lighted
craft on the St. Lawrence River
buggy riders telling the old story tha;
ls ever new; heavily laden drajs
diawn by sturdy draft horses—so
many of them that I wish Cal Buricws had been along for a view—and
thc ever present anxiety to know
whether we were taking the right
lead.
We Reach Forked Roads

Trown lauds, provincial or munici
pal lands, or lands which can be ac- I
quired from private owners with no 1
town payment and on long easy j
terms are to be used. The cash
money is to be utilized in defraying
iving expenses, buying seeds, implenents, and other absolute necessities !
lending self-support. The $200 is a
bonus, non-recoverable from the
recipient—in other words, an out. ight gift. The Government consid
ered it could well afford to make this
ipprepriation. Thcre is an excellent
T.ancc that a substantial percentage
of those thus aided will make good,
add to thc common wealth of the
Dominion, and become taxpayers.
Even a small percentage's succeeding
wculd, ultimately, repay the sums
spent. The money would have to be
spent anyway in destitution relief
with no return of any kind possible
Canada guards its forests Just as
jetflou; ]y a;i uncle Sam does his. I
rpa(j one slgn wv,icjl told a whote lot
in a
wor(js
,.pire swceps w here carelessness
creeps.

In The WEEKS N
HE’S A SHE — Hla
—or her—voice be
trayed thia young
‘‘fellow.” ao Eliza
beth. -N. J., police Inveatigated and found
the slim youth pic
tured above actually
waa Miaa June Clar'
15, of
Needham,
Masa. She had atarted running away
from home, but the
alip aent her right
back again.

AS A SCHOOLBOY. JACK
More than 1OOO rare volumes on
HELPED AN OLD GERMAN BOOK
travel and exploration as well as
SELLER MAMED SCHULTZ..
maps and documents comprising the
THAT'S HOW HE GOT HIS ACCENT.
collection of the late Joseph T.
BECAME A SONG AND ACT PLUG
GER VAUDEVILLE LED TO A
Tower, Jr., have been presented in
HEADLINER PART WITH ZIEG
his memory to the Harvard Insti
FELD
STARRED IN‘PARDON
tute of Geographical Exploration by
MY ENGLISH". THE BARON
his mother. Mrs Joseph T. Tower of
ALWAYS APPEARS BEFORE THE
Milbrook. N. Y. The gift includes a
MICROPHONE COSTUMED TO SUIT
THE SUBJECT OF HIS*DARING
number of rare volumes containing
accounts of early voyages of ex
EXPERIENCES’. . .
ploration to America The section
on arctic and sub-arctic exploration
ln Alaska. Iceland and the Hudson
(Boron Munchausen to yeu)
Bay region is particularly interest
'X& PLACE YOUR RADIO SET SO THAT
ing. One of the most unusual items
INSIDE FACTS—Singin’ Sam, popular baito,
is the "Hudson's Bay Proclamation"
gave a noted visitor Inside information on studio
£
aerial and ground leads are
issued in 1668 by King James II. re
life when R. K. White, Pontiac sales-manager
-1
AS SHORT AS POSSIBLE*REPLACE WORNand prominent automotive figure, spoke as guest
stricting trade in the Hudson Bay
■ K
OUT TUBES WITH NEW RCA RADIOTRONS.
For instance we came to the village
on a recent program. Photo shows Sam (left)
Company. Only three other copies
cf St. Anne-de-la-Pocatiere and the
and White conversing.
are known to be in existence and
road forked. It would have been
Harvard's copy the only one known
Route No. 2 either way but how could
"VOICE OF THE M. S. P.
ln America.
_____
, a couple of dazed foreigners be ex• • • •
A KEEP COOL IDEA! These
News That Comes From p«’fd t® know whlch was «oin« t0
In the States Again
Bridge enthusiasts will be pleased
snowballs won't melt as they
Within Prison Walls— lakc 115 t0 8t *lex“ndreh T"e, *c
to learn that a book is about to ap
are made of caffeine removed
We come to the boundary station,
were to encounter the short cut to
Sports and Religion
pear which analyzes and compares
by Kellogg scientists in mak
TO PIERCE STRATOSPHERE—Jean Piccard,
Fort Kent? We stop the car a dozen then Lac Baker, where the water
Saturday morning. July 1. opened
ing caffeine-free coffee, a fa
all of the leading systems of con
who plans to emulate his brother’s feats with a
Although
the
State
Prison
Inmates
whlle
“
confits
our
map
hung
as
heavy
with
vapor
as
Penobvored iced beverage for the
flight of his own into the stratosphere next
tract bridge, including the approach clear, wind nor'west, so getting unsee but little of the beauties of the slx tlmes 18 convinced that we are scot Bay does on a zero morning.
summertime.
month, gets some advice from brother Auguste
forcing, the one-over-one and the of derweigh early I arrived at Castle
outside world they want those resid- I on the rl«ht road and sbt times he Ls Then the u>»'n of clalr and fareweU
Piccard, noted Swiss scientist, who ascendsd 10
ficial two club. Players need no Island about 8 o'clock. Steamer
ing outside the State to know that «luallT certain we ore on the wrong to the Province of Quebec
miles into space last year.
longer find themselves at a loss when Belfast did not pass the Castle until
Passing through Fort Kent’s ceconfronted with the problem of 8.45. so thinking tliat something must this is "Maine.' the Vacation Spot of oneNew England." for that fact is well
partners or opponents who use dif
be wrong. I decided to go to Boston advertised on the cover page of a brief stop at a little town called , into the country, where the widely
ferent systems. The book is "Con
Cap St. Ignace, and the accommo- separated farms contrast strangely
tract Bridge Omnibus" by Harold in the afternoon and interview Capt. “Vox: Thc Voice of the MSP.”
Results of recent baseball games: j dating proprietor of the village with the more congested regions we
Thorne (Henry Holt & Co. publish Alfred E. Rawley in regard to lt. He
Piison
5, Boothbay Bears 0; Lewis-1 hostelry. Hotel Guimont. unlocks hts had encountered in the Quebec
ers) and it is scheduled to appear found me roaming around the salon
dcor and prepares a late lunch of Province.
on July 20 Mr. Thorne's bridge and ordered me to the pilot-house. ton A. C. 5. Prison 0: Prison 9. Water
When we reach Madawaska we
ville Yankees 5; Prison 11, Boothbay sandwiches and coffee. He speaks
books are said to have outsold these
Noticing the gold braid, and star, on Bearr 3. Judging from the statis mere English than any other person are literally and figuratively stand
of all other English writers combined
we have met since we entered the ing on top of the State, on what I
because of their clarity—he can say- ills sleeve, I said: "Looks like an Ad tics the Prison team has some very
Province of Quebec, and is verv figure to be about the 47th parallel
heavy
hits
—
Alberts.
.520;
Scott.
484
miral's
insignia.
Captain."
more in three lines than most
Smith. 436; Brown 419 Fourth of helpfU' t0 W ln P°intln8 out the road of Latitude, and quite a bit higher
"No. only a Commodore." was thc
writers do in a whole page.
than Quebec.
We pass through
July
thcre was an elaborate program we should follow
• • • •
HEADS INDUSTRY—John S.
reply.
We pass through St Eleuthere and orand Isle and come to Van Buren
of athletic events with a ball game
Taylor, former senator and
For the lover of biography, 1933
And that is the fact. Edaie as and sparling exhibition as feature Snally reach the turning point, which where every inhabitant of the town
NAVY TAKES HER—After exten
veteran
grower, assumed
•thus far offers an imposing list, just we old timers know him. nas been on
sive shakedown tests, the Navy offi
appeared to be going to early mass.
The Prison Orchestra played and is St. Alexandre.
leadership of one of Florida’s
selected from Appleton publications
cially accepted the U.S.S. Macon,
Midnight has come meantime and
"Wc hope you have enjoyed your
important industries with hie
the Boston and Bangor steamer.- for lemonade was on tap all day.
—and of course there are countless
queen of the skies and largest light•
•
•
•
we
find
that
we
have
traveled
387
election as President of the
ay.
Come
again."
Thus
read
thc
J
40 years.
er-than-alr
craft
In
the
world.
Photo
others: Voltaire by Ar.dre Maurols
fruit growers’ cooperative or
From the local items we quote:
miles since 9 a. m There was no sign at The town's exit, and the only
We had an Old Heme meeting of
shows the ship, which is 785 feet
Julius Caesar by John Buchan
ganization, the Florida Citrus
thought
of
sleep,
and
certainly
we
Out
of
15
applications
for
parole
thing
to
mar
our
favorable
impresj
mr cwn for an hour or so. until thc
long, and 146 feet high.
Exchange,
Marlborough by the H;n. Sir Johr
were
wakeful
enough
as
we
tried
to
icn was an extremely dusty high
major-domo came around shouting last month 13 were granted
Fortescue. Leonardo Da Vinci by
Construction
of
the
new
bakery
is
soIve
the
intricacies
of
that
ride
from
way.
All ashore that's going ashore!" so
Clifford Bax. Mozart by Sachevereli
We had planned to visit Caribou!
came ashore. Speaking of old finished. Soon the bread mixer and St. Alexandre to Fort Kent. The few
Shores, Friday afternoon and eve spent the weekend here with his
SOUTH WARREN
Sitwell. St. Paul by Wilfred Knox
a new oven will be installed.
' roadside signs offer but little help. and Presque Isle, but Aroostook
family.
rehooldays I said to Eddie:
ning.
Lenin by James Maxton. Queer.
Frank Green has been transferred and when we have followed one road read signs are not as numerous as j Elmer Overlock is driving a new
The Friendship road is being
You went to school at the headMr. and Mrs. O. A. Copeland and
Elizabeth by Mona Wilson. John
to the Prison Farm where he is to which becomes little more than I they should be and we hit Fort Fair- Ford truck.
tarred. The State highway crew tn
jf-the-lane
didn't
you?
”
Ruskin by David Larg. Socrates by
)ave charge cf the piggery.
j a trail we go back to the main high- field instead. Remembering that Dr i Miss Zetta Jordan of Brunswick mother with their gurst Mrs. Rosa charge of the work are encamped tn
“Yes," he replied: "the line was
Copeland called ors Mrs. Cora Ord
A. E. Taylor. Mark Twain by Ste
The "Back Room" of the kitchen way and try the other alternative.
L. T. Rogers ls located in that town has been spending the past week
Leslie Copeland's field.
way and Mrs. Minnie Ingraham ln
phen Leacock. William of Orange ibout 10 feet north of our house, and has been painted.
we
called
at
his
residence
which
wc
Good Will Orange is closed for tts
with hcr sister, Mrs. Charles Camden Sunday.
Ed Flags a Freight
ilthough
my
father
tried
many
times
by G J. Renier. The King of Rom*Simonscn has been assigned to the
had
no
difficulty
in
finding
as
every

annual
vacation.
Woodcock.
Tne road we have now selected
by R. McNair Wilson. St. Augustine o have the town-change the bound commissary taking the place of
Mrs A R. Jordan and Miss Zetta
Mrs. Llllias Robinsdn of St. Oeorge
body in town seemed to know him
S. H. Creighton has sold a horse
ary
line
to
take
us
In,
he
never
suc

by Rebecca West. Prince Charlie bv
Jordan enjoyed a trip to Bar Harbor and Mr. and Mrs. Albert Robinson of
Fort Fairtield is on standard time to Ernest Howard.
11 “
Compton MacKenzie. Macaulay by ceeded in having it done. I have al Ito topul,. otter „ tort
Friday on thc steamer Westport.
! Peabody. Mass., were callers at L. 8.
Members
of
the
B
H
Club
with
and
the
Doctor
was
still
snoozing,
but
»e have not seen a light or sign of
Arthur Bryant. Wesley by James ways been sorry, for I wanted to go
Kenheth Baker was granted execu
his mother and wife (Pauline Mc- their families picnicked at Sandy Maurice Hatch of Arlington. Mass., Copeland's Thursday.
i
life
fcr
more
than
two
hours.
The
to
school
at
the
Harbor,
as
thc
opporLaver. Olbbon by G M Young and
tive clemency last month.
Looni received us most cordially. A
Luntttes for an education were better
Cecil Rhodes by William Plomer.
Frank Parks who left last month j icadside signs are not the least helpful.
for
they
fall
to
indicate
what
piazza
laden wlth toys was eloquent
here."
• • • •
via the parole route through the town we are in. or what the next one | ot thc wtJvlti“ of lhe twlns- whlch
A whole lot of college graduates gianting of commutation of sentence
A book is only a book, but have
haven't been as successful as our ft cm life to forty to eighty years,■ is.. Stopping to read one of them boss the Rogers family. Mrs. Rog
you thought that the purchase of
Commodore Rawley has been in served almost 34 years here. Edward !~aster nearly overtakes us, for in ers' parents. Senator and Mrs. Albert
one helps the bookseller, and his
keeping a position where he has won Goodwin who left the same way and backing the car the wheels sink in C. MeLoon happened to be spending
clerk, the publisher and his em
not only the respect and esteem of who was granted the same, served 20 two deep ruts, and for just a moment the weekend there, and I fear we also
ployes. the author and his family;
looked 85 though we were marooned Curbed thelr slumbers.
his employers, but of the travelling years. We are willing to bet that
the lead and copper miners who pro
public as well.
The Monotony Of Spuds
these two men will never again set 'n the dcptlM 0* a Canadian wilderduce the metal for th? plates from
I looked up the school district foot inside of any prison walls. Wc nr'5 ^or an indefinite period,
I
am
not going to attempt to de
which the book is printed; the
Bul
Fa*Fhful Chevy is maneu- scribe the Aroostook potato fields
lines in the History of the Town of know they will make good, and we
paper maker and producer of the
St. George as adopted at the town wirh them luck and happiness.
vered back into the highway, and the There were so many of them that
materials he uses, the printer and
meeting May 1, 1815. and found thc
Max Pln&nski of Portland present- dr‘” sound we have heard breaks the the picture grew monotonous, and the
Ia unexcelled in Eastern Maine. We print every
ink maker and their employes; the
following:
ed the Prison Library with a set of 5t’^ne&5 of the night—a locomotive sight of an occasional backyard gar
thing
printable from a Calling Card to the Largest
maker of the cover boards, the ma
whistle. We know that we are some den growing corn, beans, beets, car
'Seventh, from Isaac Norwood's 10 Encyclopedia books
Poster.
terial for which comes from the
where within civilization, but the rots, etc. was a positive relief. But
southerly line to Enoch Ripley's
farmer. The cloth that covers the
Our type faces are modern, our paper stock the finest,
northerly line (Head-of-the-lane disSimonson has this to say about | train roars past and we do not see It it Ls potatoes on which Aroostook
book helps the textile workers, and
and our workmanship is done by artists of years
trict). Ninth, from Enoch Ripley's *he religious services,
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